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ABSTRACT 

 The Philadelphia Public History Truck is a nearly two-year-old mobile museum 

project which creates interdisciplinary exhibitions about the history of Philadelphia 

neighborhoods with those who live, work, and play within the places and spaces of the 

city.  Since I founded the project in 2013, I have navigated partnerships with both 

grassroots organizations and larger institutions and faced a wide-ranging gamut of 

experiences worthy of examination by public historians concerned with power and 

production of history as well as practice-based reflexivity.  The first half of this thesis 

documents my key reflections of the first eighteen months of work and serves as a 

primary source on the project.   

This paper also places History Truck into a long historiography of both public 

history and mobility in the United States of America to explain the emergence of what I 

am calling the New Mobile History, an emerging form of practice in which community 

members and public historians work together from the onset of project development 

using ephemerality and movement as a tool for creativity and civic-driven history 

making.  By analyzing oral history interviews with Cynthia Little and Michael Frisch, I 

argue firstly that Philadelphia was the birthplace of this New Mobile History.  Secondly, I 

posit that for this New Mobile History to continue evolving, public historians must 

balance digital work and relationship-based process to create exhibitions which directly 

serve communities of memory.  Lastly, I consider one possible future for History Truck, 

including its transformation from project to nonprofit organization manned by post-M.A. 

fellows who have the ability to work passionately on city streets and with new media. 
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PREFACE 

 

 This document is the written reflection of a much larger project which included 

the planning, fundraising, development, relationship-building, and implementation of the 

Philadelphia Public History Truck in project form.  This thesis offers key reflections, 

theoretical analysis, and historiographical evaluation of the project, as well as sample 

data and photographs from the project’s existence. 

For more information on History Truck’s early existence, please visit its 

wordpress page: www.phillyhistorytruck.wordpress.com.  To view its current social 

media presence, visit www.facebook.com/phillyhistorytruck or follow on twitter 

@historytruck.  In addition, please visit the Center for Public History at Temple 

University’s History Truck site (http://sites.temple.edu/centerforpublichistory/history-

truck).  The project has plans to launch a more cohesive and well-branded online 

presence soon. 
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CHAPTER 1. HISTORY TRUCK AS PRIMARY SOURCE 

Introduction: From Idea to Reality 

 

“Ideas are the big gifts. Ideas.  We don’t do anything without an idea, and when you catch one, 

it’s such a thrill that you instantly fall in love.” – David Lynch 

 

The Philadelphia Public History Truck is a mobile museum project that aims to 

defy cultural access issues of cost, location, and process by partnering with Philadelphia 

grassroots neighborhood organizations in a yearlong exhibition cycle. The collaborative 

project locates the authority of inquiry within the community’s concerns. Using oral 

histories and material culture items owned by Philadelphians and shared during a public 

event series that revolves around the truck, History Truck does two things: it not only 

saves stories of otherwise marginalized voices and adds them to Temple University’s 

archives, but it also listens to and examines these sources as driving points for an 

interdisciplinary exhibition within a single neighborhood. At the end of the year’s work, 

the neighborhood exhibition travels the city in the truck and pops up for citizens to 

explore.   

In this thesis, I firstly offer a window to the work I have completed through 

History Truck with a brief account and reflections of the project’s first eighteen months.  

Secondly, I place the project into a historiography of not only public history, but mobility 

in America.   I argue that since its Bicentennial celebration, Philadelphia has been a place 

where public historians have used mobility to grapple with issues of urban crisis and to 

connect.  Lastly, I will explain how this project could become sustainable in the funding 

landscape and digital climate of the 2010s. 
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I came up with the idea for History Truck in 2013, just months before I entered 

Temple University’s M.A. (public) history program. At the time, I was working in an 

outreach position at the Painted Bride Art Center, and I had a “magic” moment while 

walking with Theodore A. Harris, an artist and friend, among the ubiquitous food trucks 

within Temple University’s campus. I had little experience as a public historian at the 

time, but my experience with outreach had instilled in me a critical sense of who entered 

cultural spaces, who spent money for admission to cultural spaces, and, even more, who 

was part of the narrative of cultural spaces within Philadelphia. I had not yet read 

Michael Frisch’s A Shared Authority where he describes the nature of joint authorship in 

oral history and the need to originate questions within the community to do public history 

effectively. I did have a vision, though, that I could best serve Philadelphians—in an 

immediate way—through a mobile public history project, one that would be a catalyst for 

exhibitions on community-generated topics. The exhibitions, I decided, would use 

archival research and community objects in any interpretive form necessary to resonate 

with audiences. 

As clear as my concept was, it was also clear that the History Truck would be 

nothing without a community partner invested in the mission . . . or a truck. Initially, I 

reached out to community organizations in the larger North Philadelphia area because I 

felt a civic duty, as a Temple University student, to serve this community. My hope was 

to make the process of the project a reality in beta form, so that I could gather material 

for a grant proposal. Jeff Carpineta, then president of East Kensington Neighbors 

Association (EKNA), responded to me immediately.   

Once the hotbed of Philadelphia's textile industry, East Kensington now is 
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challenged with vacant lots and buildings as well as homelessness and drug use. In the 

media, these issues often overshadow the voices of an increasingly diverse neighborhood 

of Irish, Latino, and Vietnamese families, and, more recently, an influx of artists 

searching for affordable housing near the elevated train line. The prospect of focusing on 

East Kensington also pulled on my heartstrings; my own grandmother grew up within the 

larger neighborhood of Kensington and had shared stories of running back from the 

corner store to tell her mother—a seamstress and pianist for silent films—when she had 

phone calls.  It felt appropriate to walk Kensington Avenue as a public historian. 

I remember taking a deep breath and telling myself to speak intelligently before 

calling Jeff so that I would not mess up this chance to work in East Kensington. Once we 

were on the phone, he spoke as if we had been friends for a long time. He asked, “What’s 

your vision here, Erin?”  In its infancy, History Truck was pitched as an idea about 

helping people understand that they already know each other better than they realize, that 

Philadelphians are all neighbors who are part of a larger historical narrative.  It sounds 

very idealistic, but it was nevertheless sincere.  Jeff paused and then responded, “I would 

like to share my truck with you.”  

I was speechless and confused. My thoughts ranged from, This man has a truck? 

How could that be? to Why would this man who has never met me let me use his truck? Is 

he a murderer? to Could this be my dream come true? and Oh man, now I actually have 

to do this project. Once Jeff offered to share his vehicle, I invited additional East 

Kensington partners to participate, including the Little Berlin curatorial art collective (of 

which I was part), the St. Francis Inn Ministries’ soup kitchen staff and guests, and 
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members of the Kensington Community Food Co-op. I then spent time deciding exactly 

how an exhibition cycle might function. 

The first public event in East Kensington was simple. We took the truck to a 

vacant lot leased by Little Berlin on a First Friday—the evening when galleries citywide 

open new exhibitions to the Philadelphia public. We invited passersby to stuff knit 

stockings with their questions about the neighborhood’s history, consume pie and cider, 

and map their first memories of the neighborhood. I chose knit stockings as the stuffing 

agent because it alluded to the textile industry history of Kensington; it also afforded me 

the later ability to “unpack” questions literally and figuratively.4  The memory map was 

suggested by History Truck’s East Kensington volunteer exhibition designer Jordan 

Klein, a recent graduate of the University of the Arts’ MFA in museum exhibition 

planning and design.  We share meals and snacks at events for two reasons.  Firstly, there 

is something communal about sharing a meal with someone, which leaves space to share 

memories and reflect on the past, and it also is a sure audience pleaser.  Secondly, in the 

case of the neighborhoods where History Truck works, food security is a common 

challenge. 

                                                           
4 I used knit stockings and muslin to reference the neighborhood’s history of textile manufacturing.  The 

memory map was suggested by volunteer designer Jordan Klein, a graduate of the University of the Arts 

graduate program.  For more, see the facebook invitation here 

https://www.facebook.com/events/162778887251088.  Also see the press articles on the launch of History 

Truck, though most of these articles have mistakes in them. Samantha Melamed. “In fast changing 

neighborhoods, history truck preserves memories,” 14 October 2013, http://citypaper.net/News/In-fast-

changing-neighborhoods-history-truck-preserves-memories. Accessed 14 November 2014. Peter Crimmins, 

“Old ice cream truck serves as nomadic museum of Philly stories,” 17 October 2013. 

http://www.newsworks.org/index.php/local/arts-culture/60923-old-ice-cream-truck-serves-as-nomadic-

museum-of-philly-stories-and-objects, Accessed 12 November.  See also “History Truck debuts today with 

pie, cider,” 4 October 2014, http://www.phoodie.info/2013/10/04/philadelphia-public-history-truck-debuts-

today-with-pie-cider. Accessed 12 November 2014. 

https://www.facebook.com/events/162778887251088
http://citypaper.net/News/In-fast-changing-neighborhoods-history-truck-preserves-memories.%20Accessed%2014%20November%202014
http://citypaper.net/News/In-fast-changing-neighborhoods-history-truck-preserves-memories.%20Accessed%2014%20November%202014
http://www.newsworks.org/index.php/local/arts-culture/60923-old-ice-cream-truck-serves-as-nomadic-museum-of-philly-stories-and-objects
http://www.newsworks.org/index.php/local/arts-culture/60923-old-ice-cream-truck-serves-as-nomadic-museum-of-philly-stories-and-objects
http://www.phoodie.info/2013/10/04/philadelphia-public-history-truck-debuts-today-with-pie-cider
http://www.phoodie.info/2013/10/04/philadelphia-public-history-truck-debuts-today-with-pie-cider
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Fig. 1. Pie Am Kensington, the first public parking event in East Kensington.  

4 October 2013. Photocredit: Zivit Shlank.  
 

Our next event, the “Storytelling Block Party,” was more complicated to plan. To 

approve a street closure, the City of Philadelphia requires a resident-initiated petition 

signed by 80 percent of the block’s property-owning residents. On the ground level, 

Buddy Kamp, a lifelong resident, was happy to assist me in making this happen by 

coordinating with Juan Rivera, the block captain. We gathered all but two signatures on 

the block (those two simply because they were not home). I asked EKNA to fund most of 

the food, a local ice cream shop to donate ice cream, Kensington Community Food Co-op 

to share their bean bag toss game, my former boss to deejay, another neighbor to share 

the EKNA grill, a team of volunteers (including my sister and fellow public history 

graduate students) to staff the event, and my mom for the use of her Honda CRV to trek 

equipment from my apartment in New Jersey to Philadelphia.  
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It was a huge community effort to plan and execute this day of memory 

collecting, which included pinning “memories,” written on muslin strips, onto a 

neighborhood map. Still, it was a success—we not only collected oral histories and 

community objects for an exhibition, but we also made genuine relationships of trust with 

those we were serving.  By being present on the block with Kensington residents—who 

attended because they knew about the event either from neighborhood word of mouth, 

from me during one of my days volunteering or doing interviews at the St. Francis Inn, 

EKNA announcements, History Truck flyers, or media coverage—I was able to learn 

what memories occupied the minds of residents and what stories they wanted to 

understand better. Most people spoke first about the Buck Hosiery mill fire in which two 

firefighters were killed in 2012; secondly, they expressed curiosity about “other activists 

who cared about the neighborhood before us.” It was out of these concerns that our 

research purpose and narrative was born—Manufacturing Fire—an exhibition on 

postindustrial textile mill fires and community activism in East Kensington. 

The next step in the exhibition cycle was to develop the stationary and mobile 

versions of the exhibition. First, we conducted research. Undergraduate research assistant 

Grace DiAgostino and I explored the Temple University Libraries Special Collections 

Research Center and the Historical Society of Pennsylvania’s archives, where we 

discovered a nuanced and longstanding narrative concerning fire in Kensington which 

spoke not only to industrial history but also to racial boundaries. In response to this 

research, we developed interpretive methods that would best present the narrative, in as 

traditional or abstract a form as needed to share stories effectively. In some instances, we 

used text panels, archival reproductions, and community-submitted objects. But we also 
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“made” objects to interpret oral histories in tangible, conceptual ways.  Sometimes this 

object-making process was collaborative; sometimes I ventured down this path as an 

artist. I also invited artists and historians whose work supported the exhibition narrative 

of Manufacturing Fire to submit pieces to the show.   

First and Flames is one example of this type of collaborative art-history “object.”  

The project built upon the original memories pinned into the block party map by creating 

a watercolor rendition of the 1862 Smedley’s Atlas of Philadelphia, and placing on it 

years (created by EKNA secretary Amy Miller) to designate spots of fire, matchboxes 

(made by me) to designate spots of community activism, and key words from the original 

memories on muslin. The entire map was placed on a carpet to allude to the 

neighborhood’s carpet industry with the memories on muslin for review separately on 

key rings.  This piece was featured in the stationary version of Manufacturing Fire as 

well as on the sidewalk of Philly streets during the truck’s pop-up events.   

In 2009, Curator published Ken Yellis’s “Fred Wilson, PTSD, and Me,” an article 

which exposed Fred Wilson’s Mining the Museum to broader audiences and challenged 

public historians to reconsider the ways in which we juxtapose objects to make 

arguments about the past.  Wilson’s ability to reframe the utility of museum collections 

and space immediately challenged me to think about creating a project in which typical 

museum constructions dissolved.5  As Yellis writes, “There are many reasons to do 

                                                           
5 Other work which influenced me to think about ephemeral or non-constructed museum spaces include 

Alfredo Jaar (Skohgall Konsthall) and Theaster Gates (Dorchester Projects).  Also see In Small Things 

Forgotten: An Archeology of Early American Life by James Deetz to understand History Truck’s emphasis 

on using material culture to tell stories, either as objects from the community or objects created to tangibly 

interpret oral histories.  For more reading on the relevance of collections in American museums, 

specifically those institutions run by the National Park Service, also see Denise D. Meringolo, Museums, 

Monuments, and National Parks: Toward a New Genealogy of Public History, (Amherst: University of 

Massachusetts Press, 2012), 65-83. 
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exhibitions but only two really matter: you have a new story to tell or you have a new 

way of telling an old story. There may also be a third worthy reason in these amnesiac 

times: our culture has changed so dramatically that the memory of the story has been lost 

or hopelessly corrupted.”6  It was with this curatorial impetus that I developed 

Manufacturing Fire. 

In The New History in an Old Museum, Richard Handler and Eric Gable write 

about the ways which social historians at Colonial Williamsburg grappled with questions 

such as, “How do audiences receive—accept, resist, or reinterpret—the messages 

museums convey?” and “What do different people—curators, historians, education 

specialists, frontline interpreters, visitors—contribute to the making of those messages?”  

While social historians working with Colonial Williamsburg rightly created opportunity 

for “visitor response,” History Truck aims to provide interpretive space beyond 

Independence Mall where Philadelphians could better understand each other.7  

Ideologically, Manufacturing Fire was created with Yellis in mind, conveying not stories 

that have been lost, but would be lost without intervention.  My belief was that we needed 

to capture histories from those spending time within this city’s too-segregated post-

industrial landscape to provide a fuller picture of Philadelphia’s current story than what 

the media works focused on violence, drug abuse, and poverty will provide to researchers 

in the future.  These hard histories, while often reflective of large structural problems of 

urban cities, would not paint an accurate picture of the specific concerns of the 

                                                           
6 Ken Yellis, “Fred Wilson, PTSD, and Me: Reflections on the History Wars,” in Curator: The Museum 

Journal.333-348, 52:4, October 2009.   
7 Richard Handler and Eric Gable, The New History in an Old Museum: Creating the Past at Colonial 

Williamsburg. (Durham: Duke University Press, 1997), 9, 10, 13. 
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neighborhood’s constituents in full context.8  To make this practice a service for future 

historians, I formed a partnership with the Temple University Special Collections 

Research Center so that both the oral histories and the project itself would be archived for 

future research purposes, but the full transformation from active project to collection has 

not been completed. 

 
Fig. 2. Visitors to Manufacturing Fire at Little Berlin explore First and Flames. 

4 April 2014. Photocredit: Brittany Bernard 

 

Manufacturing Fire included sound clips from the oral histories, community 

objects, and physical (and touchable) interpretations of community stories.  I wrote text, 

Klein designed the look and feel of the panels and the vinyl lettering, and our team of 

volunteers installed the exhibition at Little Berlin, whose gallery is in a repurposed textile 

mill just two blocks from Buddy Kamp’s home in the heart of East Kensington. He, along 

with the soup kitchen staff, artists, history enthusiasts, and Kensington residents visited 

the gallery. The audience toll for the opening night was 200 people.  I then used every 

                                                           
8 Michael Rolph Troillot makes a compelling argument for using oral history in Silencing the Past: Power 

and Production in History, (Boston: Beacon Press, 1997). 
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opportunity we could—with limited funding and a shared vehicle—to take the show on 

the road and engage Philly residents who might not know about Kensington’s history but 

would want to learn more. All the while, I was also working on a grant proposal with my 

advisor, Dr. Seth Bruggeman, to connect the project to Temple’s Center for Public 

History. Much of this process was a learning experience as valuable as the formal classes 

of my public history graduate program.  

History Truck is not without challenges, though. As a project willing to embrace 

pluralistic modes of interpretation—from community objects to text to collaborative 

artwork—History Truck presents exhibitions with wide-ranging and sometimes 

uncommon public history material.  This abstract way of working affords adaptabilty and 

flexibility, but it can also seem vague to those who first interact with the project. 

Additionally, the varied interpretive approaches of the truck can seem foreign to more 

traditional museum practitioners.  

Still, even with these seeming tumbling blocks, the entire process could work well 

for brick-and-mortar museums looking to connect better with audiences and reinterpret 

their collections based on community needs and artist partnerships. In fact, considering 

the current funding landscape for arts, culture, and the humanities, Philadelphia funders 

would do well to work together to sustain a project like History Truck because it builds 

authentic relationships with local constituents while supporting the sector as a whole. I 

can imagine History Truck functioning  in partnership with a university to teach students 

how to work with one foot in the academy and one foot on the street, but also with 

institutions, pushing curatorial and outreach staff to devise community-driven 

exhibitions. 
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I plan to kick off the next year with the research for, and creation of, a visual 

memory map installation on the Pearl Street alley behind Asian Arts Initiative. The 

following year, the project will focus on the chance to gather new oral histories and 

compare them to Taller Puertorriqueño’s well-established and unexplored collection of 

Latino-Philadelphian oral histories from the late 1970s.9  Still, I struggle with the 

project’s legitimacy in the larger museum landscape.  If History Truck cracked some sort 

of audience engagement code by jointly-authoring exhibitions in nimble and responsive 

ways, can we also find space for these approaches within the white cube and academy?  

Or are projects like History Truck forever to be well-loved initiatives of the museum 

avant-garde?  Can museumists park, eat, and discuss with the constituents who most need 

to arm themselves with history as a weapon for change?   

Andrew Hurley’s Beyond Preservation and Dolores Hayden’s The Power of Place 

are two landmark public history texts which support the extension of audience 

engagement to curation for the greater social good, but Roy Rosenzweig and David 

Thelen’s findings in The Presence of the Past emphasize the sincere interest of everyday 

Americans in participating in historymaking which supports the use of community 

curatorial process.10  Rosenzweig and Thelen were right to emphasize the “people 

connection,” but they had it wrong to inadvertently suggest that the National Endowment 

for the Humanities should fund web projects where academic historians and citizens 

engaged primarily online.  History projects beginning with the internet fail to serve the 

                                                           
9 For more on Asian Arts, visit http://asianartsinitiative.org. For more on Taller Puertorriqueño, visit 

http://tallerpr.org. 
10 See Dolores Hayden, The Power of Place: Urban Landscapes as Public History, (Boston: MIT Press, 

1995). Also Andrew Hurley, Beyond Preservation: Using Public History to Revitalize Inner Cities, 

(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2010). See also Rosenzweig and Thelen. The Presence of the Past, 

Of particular use are the charts on pages 20-21, 91, 130. 234-259. 
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population on the opposite side of the digital divide.11 A large portion of this unplugged 

population lives in cities such as Philadelphia, Detroit, Washington D.C., Chicago, El 

Paso, and Baltimore where history could be used contextually to lobby for change in the 

face of urban crisis.   

 
Fig. 3. Visitors were prompted to “choose a route to walk to the post office” 

and could move a yellow or blue wooden peg along the route.  Then, 

visitors were asked (on the wall) “Which color did you pick?”   

Blue corresponded to the safest path for non-white post office goers;  

yellow corresponded to white post office goers.  The perimeter of both 

paths resembled an island.  I found a “Letter to the Editor” from 1966 

which referred to the neighborhood as “An Island of Fear” and reproduced 

it for inclusion in the wall installation. 4 April 2014. Photocredit: Erin Bernard. 

 

While The Presence of the Past suggests many citizens involved in participatory 

projects have “blinders on,” residents in East Kensington spent time facing the 

postindustrial textile mill fires of their neighborhood, including the fatal Buck Hosiery 

fire of 2012 which killed two firefighters.12  Leaders from the local soup kitchen stood in 

                                                           
11 Rosenzwieg and Thelen, 182-184. 

12 Ibid, 186.  For more on the Buck Hosiery fire, see http://hiddencityphila.org/buck-hosiery-fire-coverage. 

Accessed March 12, 2014. Also see “Report of the Grand Jury,” Court of Common Please Philadelphia, 

http://www.phila.gov/districtattorney/pdfs/york%20street%20grand%20jury%20report.pdf, Accessed 17 

November 2014. Also to note here is that Manufacturing Fire’s argument about urban fire was very much 

in line with Steven Pyne’s Fire: A Brief History in which he wrote that “Cities are and have always been 

fire places.”  The exhibition narrative began as follows, “Kensington has always been particularly 

flammable.  In 1850, just four years before it consolidated with the City, Kensington housed 126 of 

http://hiddencityphila.org/buck-hosiery-fire-coverage
http://www.phila.gov/districtattorney/pdfs/york%20street%20grand%20jury%20report.pdf
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front of a wall installation which included shredded pieces of the grand jury investigation 

related to the fire and debated how the Department of Licenses and Inspections could 

better work with local entities to ensure safety.  Little Berlin collective members 

marveled at the relevance of the fire narrative to the site of their gallery; the original mill 

which stood on the grounds of the current studio building burned in the nineteenth-

century, but the owner rebuilt it.  Other young residents of the neighborhood remarked, in 

response to a wooden installation which outlined the safest path to the local post office 

based on skin color in the 1990s, “Shit, I will never look at Kensington Avenue the same 

way.”  Jeff Carpineta, my truck-sharing partner, hated the title of the exhibition because 

he thought it instilled blame on the neighborhood for fire, but nevertheless, he discussed 

the metaphor with me with true concern for his neighborhood’s past and future. 

 During 2014-15, History Truck is focusing on the neighborhood of North 

Philadelphia.  Funded by the Barra Foundation through Temple University’s Center for 

Public History, we are exploring the possibilities of History Truck as a part of the 

graduate program’s curriculum.  While I am currently brainstorming ways to keep the 

project afloat in the next year, the implementation of relationship-based work is not 

                                                           
Philadelphia’s 326 textile firms and over fifty percent of the city’s carpet and cotton-wool mills.  Because 

textile manufacturing goods ignite easily, Kensington hosted the ingredients for dangerous fires within 

commercial hearths.  In other words, while productivity brought economic growth to the neighborhood, it 

also posed great risk.  For these reasons, firefighters and mill owners held great responsibility in the 

management of fire prevention during the nineteenth century.  Civic activism about the management of 

buildings emerged in the 1920s, first in terms of commerce, but eventually in regard to adaptive reuse and 

civic space.  During the 1960s and 70s, Kensington residents joined together to lobby the city with intense 

energy, but had great difficulty in bringing their hopes for the neighborhood to fruition.  The activist 

process did result in one large win for Kensington, though—the first moments of racial integration within 

this historically-intolerant place. However, the struggle between neighbors, landlords, and the city resulted 

in a “wide systemic failure” on April 9, 2012 when the Buck Hosiery building was engulfed in a five-alarm 

inferno that killed firefighters Lt. Robert Neary and Daniel Sweeney.  Now, in the wake of this tragedy, 

activism remains a piece of this neighborhood—sometimes in the form of a soup kitchen, sometimes in the 

form of a neighborhood green spaces committee, sometimes in the form of a landlord meeting fire code 

regulations. Does East Kensington manufacture fire?  Who strikes the match?  And what is fire, anyway?” 
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limited to the History Truck’s immediate plans.  The curatorial model is replicable in 

museum spaces, formal or imagined, everywhere, as places that, as Alun Munslow 

asserts, “critique dominant contemporary epistemic assumptions about what history is.”  

Because History Truck can be evaluated in the terms of a dialogic exhibition and 

relational humanities project, as explained by Barnaby Dicker and Marquard Smith, 

academia is faced with the opportunity to shift.  “Taking inspiration from Mikhail 

Bakhtin and certain strands of arts practice and theory, we envisaged a ‘dialogic’ or 

‘relational’ humanities, an opportunity for academia to listen and converse, as well as 

speak.”13  History Truck stands to prove that public historians are moving from the 

possibilities Hurley posited for public history toward a form which could be found in the 

dreams of Jane Jacobs, museumists of all genres, and people of all blocks alike.14   

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
13 Alun Munslow, The Future of History, (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 220. See also 

http://beinghumanfestival.org/punch-judys-chocolate-cornucopia-human-knowledge/, Accessed 10 March 

2015.  I used my curatorial model to develop the framework for a social practice project commissioned by 

the Institute of Contemporary Art of the University of Pennsylvania in which I connected university 

students to neighborhood elementary students for question development and interviews with neighbors.  

The entire experience is informing an installation (which I have titled An Archives Dialogic (for West 

Philadelphia)) I am creating (in collaboration with artist Heather Hart) for the Do/Tell exhibition opening 

22 April 2015.  The project has instigated a new and potential ongoing partnership between the ICA and the 

Jubilee School. 
14 Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities, (New York: Random House, 1961). 

http://beinghumanfestival.org/punch-judys-chocolate-cornucopia-human-knowledge/
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Forty-Eight Hours of Trucking 

 
"Art is method, and art like any ashtray or a senator remains in the world. Wittgenstein said 

ethics and aesthetics are one. I believe this... The Revolutionary Theater is shaped by the world... 

but we will change the drawing rooms into places where real things can be said about a real 

world…"– Amiri Baraka (LeRoi Jones)15 

 

 
Fig. 4. Meadow’s collage on Barbara Easley Cox (from Tree House Books). 

1 August 2014. Photocredit: Erin Bernard 

 

“You got your bullet proof vests on?” the caterer asked as he pulled the Broad 

Street Catering van up to the lot where History Truck was prepping for its third public 

engagement in North Philadelphia to learn what trends and concerns were on the minds 

                                                           
15 Leroi Jones, Audio file of “The Revolutionary Theater,” as accessible from Charis Cohn, “Amiri Baraka 

reads The Revolutionary Theater,” 13 February 2013, http://www.wnyc.org/story/188902-amiri-baraka.  

Accessed September 11, 2014, 6:58-8:06 
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of those people who spent time there.16  I overheard this exchange begin as I installed 

collages created by local students about Barbara Easley Cox, a former Black Panther 

party member, onto the side of the truck and immediately put the tape down to silence the 

negativity from representatives from Temple University.17  I blinked my eyes shut 

knowing I would have chosen a different food provider if I had been able to do so, but 

because the grant to fund History Truck’s work in North Philadelphia from June 2014-

June 2015 was from the Barra Foundation through Temple’s Center for Public History, I 

had to choose food vendors who were protected as approved food providers by the 

university in the case of a food poisoning legal case. 

  As I approached, the conversation continued.  “Naw man, this block is cool.  I 

grew up here,” said Victor, one of the members of the art collective Free Breakfast 

Program.18 

                                                           
16 I cannot use the word residents here, because we are concerned with people who not only own or rent a 

living space in a neighborhood, but also those people who work, sleep, or spend considerable time within 

the area. 
17 These collages were created during the Tree House Books “History Makers Summer Camp” in 

workshops led by myself and artist Theodore A. Harris.  I coached the students in public history and oral 

history and then they interviewed five separate former or current North Philly residents about their 

Philadelphia memories.  They used the audio to directly influence the content for collages made with the 

artist portion of the workshops.  This workshop was funded through a microgrant from Philly STAKE, a 

dinner where local do-gooders apply to present projects and ask for the money spent by those who attended 

the dinner. History Truck won second place at the February 2014 Philly STAKE to help support the public 

history-collage workshops at Tree House in July 2014. 
18 The Free Breakfast Program was formed in 2013 between New York University Tisch School of the Arts 

Arts and Politics student and former North 13th Street resident Victor Peterson, Drexel University alumna 

Maura Cuffie and Sotheby’s Institute graduate and Germantown section of Philadelphia native Naj Keita.  

Their philosophy was based in the Black Panther Party’s Ten Point Program surrounding self-care, 

housing, and food access as well as the notion of revolutionary humanism, which can be traced to Marxist 

philosopher Antonio Negri, but put to use by FBP in the context of Stokely Carmichael and Huey Newton’s 

understanding of the term as relating to self-care and identity.  I met the Free Breakfast Program through 

Theodore Harris when they interviewed him for a yet-to-be-published zine about art and politics.  At the 

time, they were working on a project titled A Lot More Beautiful with funding from Tisch School for the 

Arts to activate the vacant lot on North 13th Street.  Over the course of the summer, they cleaned the lot, 

mowed the lawn, screened a film, served breakfast, and then installed a makeshift library in a portable 

greenhouse.  I approached them to work with History Truck in late summer because it seemed like the 

perfect opportunity to help this collective carry their mission into the fall and a well-primed block for 
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“Man, I live in North Philly now.  Why you guys want this food out here?  I don’t 

want to die,” the caterer insisted. 

 “We’re fine, brother.  Everyone on this block will be here tonight.  This is a 

family block,” chimed in Naj, another of the FBP members.  He was irritated. 

 “Where’s—“ 

 “Here’s Erin,” Naj cut him off. 

 “HER?!” the caterer exclaimed.  I was not sure what the exclamation was in 

reference to as I stepped toward the van.  Was it because I was White?  Was it because I 

looked like some sort of typical student who would never be hanging in a vacant lot on 

North 13th Street beyond campus?19  I had no idea, but it did not really matter at a point in 

time when I needed to finish prepping for interviews and memory mapping.  There was 

work to do. 

 “Hi, I’m Erin.  Thanks for being here today working for History Truck.  Here are 

the tables for the food,” I said as I gestured to the tables I had snagged from my parents’ 

basement and borrowed from Victor’s grandmother, but the debate about the block’s 

safety continued as the caterers set up and discovered they did not have enough 

hamburger buns and had to run back to campus to get them.  I had a momentary flash in 

my mind of Fred Wilson’s interview with Maurice Berger in which he describes the “sea 

                                                           
sharing stories.  They had already been brainstorming the use of projections of artist Tim Portlock’s 

“Ghosts of the Walls” for the space.  I suggested adding 1-2 pieces by Harris to the mix for the opposite 

wall, a shared evening meal, and the addition of History Truck,  For more, see 

http://www.thefreebreakfastprogram.com, Accessed 14 September 2014. 
19 I was not the only Temple University student to do work in the section of North Philly just beyond 

campus. Alex Epstein, one of the founders of Urban Creators and their Life Do Grow Farm on North 11 th 

Street between Dauphin and York Streets, joined forces with Jeannine Kayembe to start Philadelphia Urban 

Creators while he was an undergraduate student at Temple University.  Similarly, Lauren Popp, Program 

Director of Tree House Books, was a Temple University student when she started volunteering with the 

organization. 

http://www.thefreebreakfastprogram.com/
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change” in museums as the moment when the “trustees, curators, and staffs, look like the 

audiences the museums want” in terms of people with color.  I pulled up on 13th Street 

earlier in the afternoon feeling as though History Truck was creating a wave in this 

potential sea change with the voices of production behind A Lot More Historical, that we 

had shifted the color from peachy cream to brown, but in listening to the exchange 

between caterer and resident-artist Victor, I wondered if History Truck’s nontraditional 

format somewhat undermined the purpose of the project—that somehow History Truck 

had become part of the Us defending North Philly, as opposed to engaging that Us as a 

museum.20 

 
Fig. 5. From left: Najja Keita, Maura Cuffie, and Victor Peterson  

of Free Breakfast Program. Erin Bernard and Kaycee Itohan Osalodor  

of History Truck, and artist partner Theodore Harris. 15 November 2014. 

Photocredit: Mark Krendel21 

 

“What’s this food set up going on?” asked Jeff Carpineta,  He had followed me 

from the truck to the van with curiosity. 

                                                           
20 After working on History Truck for over one year, I was not disheartened; this moment was just another 

in a long line of thought bubbles, but it was certainly a moment of pause.  For more on Fred Wilson and 

Maurice Berger, see Fred Wilson: A Critical Reader, Ed. Doro Globus, (London: Ridinghouse, 2011), 164. 
21 While Fred Wilson might approve of the color of those with power in producing A Lot More Historical 

as a museum event for the neighborhood, I am still very aware that my project is housed within Temple 

University’s College of Liberal Arts, which is still arguably a white space. 
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“It’s the caterer for the block party.” 

“Caterer? Are you kidding?  Do they have food I can eat?”  

“Maybe… fruit salad and corn for sure,” I replied.  Jeff maintains a strict diet. 

“What else is there? Like hamburgers? Can I like have a hamburger without a 

bun?” 

“Yes, sure,” and I turned to the caterers unpacking the van.  “Hey guys, I know 

you are not quite ready to open things yet, but if you can unwrap the hamburger tray for a 

moment, this gentleman here needs a hamburger without a roll before he leaves, please?”  

My mind, however, was on the set of three mini-projectors resting in my backpack and a 

myriad of other things.  Are they all fully charged?  Did I remember enough pens?  If I 

put the memory mapping next to the north wall, will people engage with it?  Damn it, I 

should have brought a camping lamp for that table.  I hope people show up.  I hope 

people talk.  What if Kristi and Seth show up and nobody is here?  Where is Kaycee?  If 

the Free Breakfast Program plans on having wine, I hope it is discrete.  I am not dealing 

with the police.  Maybe I should have called the local precinct for extra protection 

tonight; maybe the caterer is right that we could die.  I can’t die- I’m a Mom.  Mmmmm, 

I shouldn’t lift this stupid chair into the truck with my hurt back.  Where is Theodore?  I 

know he will help me move this stuff. 

“Erin?” 

 “Huh, yes?” I whipped around to face Theodore.  He was wearing a leather jacket, 

his head wrapped in a raspberry bandana, his neck warmed by a scarf of earth-toned 

paisley-printed scrap fabric from an Urban Outfitters textile workshop across from his 

former art studio.  My artist partner for 2014-2015, Theodore had been a member of the 
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youth committee which organized the Anti-Graffiti network with Tim Spencer which 

turned into Jane Golden’s vision—the City of Philadelphia Mural Arts Program.22 

 “Where are the projectors?  We need to get them in place.” 

 “They’re in my bookbag, let’s go get them.,” I said. 

 “Erin, let me show you how to work this Little Buddy,” Jeff’s voice interjected as 

he emerged from the truck holding a plate with a plain hamburger and a space heater to 

warm people who chose to sit in the truck and record their oral history of North 

Philadelphia.  I was glad the truck had started.  After nearly $1,000 in repairs, it was 

running fairly well even though it still needed a new steering box before I could learn to 

drive it.  To get the truck to North 13th Street for A Lot More Historical, I drove with 

Theodore to meet Jeff at his home at 2:30 p.m. having warned him we needed the truck to 

be at the project site by three o’clock.  Once there, the three of us needed to empty the 

truck of the random items Jeff was storing in it over the course of the week, including 

new IKEA stools for Kensington Community Food Co-op and a large section of PVC 

pipe stored for East Kensington Neighbors Association member Richard Zurlnick.  Once 

we emptied the truck of non-project items, Theodore and I drove in my car behind Jeff to 

                                                           
22 Theodore A. Harris, born in 1966 in New York City and raised in Philadelphia, was used to grassroots 

arts and culture work in its nascent stages, but he also co-authored a book with Black Arts movement poet, 

playwright and activist Amiri Baraka (Leroi Jones) and had, by the time his work with History Truck 

began, been exhibited nationally and internationally in galleries and museums such as The University of 

Chicago Center in Paris, France; University of Pennsylvania, PA; Hammonds House Museum and 

Resource Center of African American Art, Atlanta, GA; Harmony House Stanford University, CA.  For 

more see Amiri Baraka and Theodore Harris. Our Flesh of Flames (Anvil Arts Press). Also see Fred Moten 

i ran from it and was still in it (Cusp Books).  View talks online at http://vimeo.com/19613879 and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0AtcUSdke0. 

http://vimeo.com/19613879
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0AtcUSdke0
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the Kensington Community Food Co-op building so he could pick up the space heater 

and then drive across the street to get gas.23 

Twenty-four hours prior to this moment, I was sitting in the Center for Public 

History office in Gladfelter Hall of Temple University, digesting the meeting I had just 

held with the History Truck undergraduate research assistant, Kaycee.  We discussed the 

editing of the oral history questions for the block of North 13th Street in comparison to 

the questions we used at the event the week prior at the urban farm.  We talked about the 

plans for A Lot More Historical and the timeline after this event.  It was a relief to sit in 

the office because the week had been busy with crises while the earlier part of Friday 

focused on possibility and project promotion. 

 The crisis was lot-related.  I showed up to North 13th Street with my artist partner 

to look at the texture and coloring of the walls to evaluate where the best spaces to 

project work would be on Saturday night.  As I stepped into the lot, I heard a snarl.  

Pitbulls.  I looked to the backyard of the home to the right of the lot.  SEVEN pitbulls.  

Why would someone have seven pitbu—stop it, Erin. Stop trying to guess.  I stood frozen 

with one foot in the lot, one foot on the sidewalk, smelled a not-so-pleasant dog 

excrement stench, and did not dare to move one inch closer into the space as I watched 

the white and black dogs pile on top of each other, leaning into the fence.  I don’t think I 

can hold this event here.  Nobody is getting mauled by a pitbull on my watch.  Ugh, but 

don’t people say that pitbills are fine?  Stop thinking.  Just e-mail the Breakfast Program. 

                                                           
23 Jeff did not have any cash on him so he asked me for ten dollars; I told him to get a receipt at the gas 

station so that I could turn it in for reimbursement, but he said he would prefer to just pay me back.  I 

sighed at the thought of having to ask him again for the ten dollars, something I assuredly would not do 

even though I would definitely need the money. 
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Hi all, 

I just went over to the lot on 13th, and I have some major concerns about safety re:7 pit 

bulls barking and growling in the yard next door and some serious odors coming from the 

home attached. Considering the food and safety issues for those participating, it might be 

best to push the event to the lot on York at Camac and projecting on the abandoned 

homes surrounding the lot… 

…Any chance we can all convene on Skype tonight to problem solve? I am just sharing 

one of a range of ideas here. 

Thanks, 

Erin 

Sent from my iPhone24 

The response came from Maura Cuffie just a few minutes after I sent the initial e-mail. 

Hi Erin -  

 

More than happy to convene on skype tonight to talk it ll through. Here are some initial 

thoughts:  

 

We feel pretty strongly about holding the event in the same lot on 13th street. Although I 

completely understand your considerations on safety, we have hosted 2 events in the 

same space for the people who live there. Part of why we feel strongly attached to the 

place is that the work we did was to make out of the familiar something beautiful that 

embodies a neighborhood. Moving to another space i think would be a disservice to the 

work that folks have put forth there over the summer.  

 

We have a really close relationship to all of the neighbors including the folks who reside 

in the home with the pitbulls. The children on the block are all familiar with that family 

as well as their dogs. In the past we have set up the food on the sidewalk rather than on 

the grassy area. Knowing that maintaining the space has served as a challenge for the 

neighbors we are already planning on doing some clean-up of our own the night before 

which will include removing any trash and mowing the grass down…25 

 

I thought, moved, and responded thirty minutes later. 

So after receiving your e-mail I went back to the lot again to think, and Drew came out of 

his house, and he talked to me and Teddy about Saturday.  I heard and witnessed and 

experienced the positive connection you just wrote about, and I am completely 

understanding how you feel.  Teddy gently talked to Drew about the dogs, and he said he 

was happy to talk to his brother about them chilling inside the house during the event, 

and he also said he is happy to help clean up to make the smell a bit less potent.  I'm 

really excited to talk about things tonight-- what time is good for you all?26 

 

                                                           
24 E-mail message to Maura Cuffie, Victor Peterson, and Naj Keita. 12 November 2014. 
25 E-mail message to author, Victor Peterson, Naj Keita. 12 November 2014. 
26 E-mail message to Maura Cuffie, Victor Peterson, Naj Keita. 12 November 2014. 
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That night, we convened on Skype and passed text for the curatorial statement at the 

event back and forth.  The Free Breakfast Program planned to mow and reorganize the lot 

the following morning, and I planned to come to help as soon as I could, but planning for 

A Lot More Historical was not the only item on my task list.  

 The “possibility task item” of the day was a presentation I gave at the Asian Arts 

Initiative Pearl Street Community Board meeting in the neighborhood of Chinatown 

North about a micro-project proposal I submitted.  My proposal was pitched as the kick 

off to History Truck’s next exhibition cycle focused on Chinatown North and was titled 

the “Pearl Street Memory Map,” a recontextualized historical marker using a visual 

narrative of archival reproductions partly wheat-pasted and partly projected in the alley 

connected by chalk-based spray-painted memory quotes from Chinatown North 

participants with and without addresses.  At the meeting, I learned the “Pearl Street 

Memory Map” was selected as a project to be funded in the coming year through AAI’s 

Art Place America grant.  After listening to updates about Rick Lowe’s current social 

practice residency at AAI, I sat with community board members, artists, and AAI staff to 

discuss ways to connect to community members and consider how my project proposal 

overlapped with other selected projects such as Lee Tusman’s “A Flag for Chinatown.”27  

Meetings like these may sound mundane compared to the runaround described prior to 

                                                           
27 Rick Lowe, a 2014 recipient of a MacArthur Fellowship, established Project Row Houses in 1993 and is 

a current Social Practice Lab resident artist at the Asian Arts Initiative in Philadelphia, PA where he is 

reimagining social structures through games like Domino’s and clean-ups in the Pearl Street Alley of 

Chinatown North.  PRH is a community-based arts and culture non-profit organization in Houston’s 

northern Third Ward, one of the city’s oldest African American neighborhoods. It was founded in 1993 by 

artist and community activist Rick Lowe, along with James Bettison (1958-1997), Bert Long (1940-2013), 

Jesse Lott, Floyd Newsum, Bert Samples, and George Smith, all seeking to establish a positive, creative 

and transformative presence in this historic community.  For more see http://projectrowhouses.org/about-

us/ or http://www.macfound.org/fellows/920/, Accessed 12 February 2015. 

http://projectrowhouses.org/about-us/
http://projectrowhouses.org/about-us/
http://www.macfound.org/fellows/920/
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this anecdote of History Truck life, but in order to keep the project afloat, every day I 

have to practice excellent historical work, excellent humility with Philadelphians, and 

excellent professional presentation and planning skills with the partners of History 

Truck’s next neighborhood focus. 

 The “promotion task item” of the day was a longer-than-intended visit to a 

community radio station in Germantown titled GTown Radio.  I, along with Theodore 

and Naj, visited Ed Feldman’s Morning Feed program to discuss our collaboration and 

promote A Lot More Historical to GTown’s online radio listener base.  This radio 

appearance was significant to me because it was the first time I walked into an interview 

about History Truck with complete confidence and understanding of myself.  Instead of 

feeling timid, I spoke authoritatively about crises in history funding, the intention of 

History Truck, and my role as a community-based public historian from Temple 

University listening to stories related to community displacement and critique of my own 

university.   

 
Fig. 6. Erin Bernard, Theodore Harris, Naj Keita on GTown’s Morning Feed.  

14 November 2014. Photocredit: Jill Saull. 
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Instead of slandering my academic home or cowering from my partners’ strong opinions, 

I insisted historians are often missed for one of their strongest attributes—creativity—and 

because historians are creative, I would not be creating an exhibit as simple as “Temple 

screwed North Philly” during the 2014-15 cycle.28  I posited instead it was my place to 

offer a sounding board, to listen, and to look for creative ways to take a possibly 

polarizing story and make something multi-dimensional and forward-focused with it.29 

 

 
Fig. 7. Interviewing neighbors at A Lot More Historical. 14 November 2014.  

Photocredit: Mark Krendel. 

 

 Friday night was quiet, but busy with preparation for A Lot More Historical.  

Most of the dark hours were spent charging projectors and attempting to learn how to use 

the iPad’s audio playback software.  I did not succeed in understanding the equipment 

                                                           
28 I explained that just as creative historians such as John McNeil wrote Mosquito Empires: Ecology and 

War in the Greater Caribbean, 1620-1914, (London: Cambridge University Press, 2010), which positioned 

mosquitoes as agents of war in the Caribbean, public historians use historical narrative to creatively make 

arguments in public interpretation.  Polarizing spaces creating victims and villains does little to make such 

a creative space or argument. 
29 GTown Radio Morning Feed, 11 November 2014. Audio file Feed-14-11-14 to be available in Temple 

University Special Collections Research Center. 
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that night.  Saturday night, after A Lot More Historical, was also quiet.  I went straight 

home to nurse a migraine which started at the end of the event, and when I pulled into my 

driveway, I began looking at all the text messages I had not read in the past few days.  

One of them was an alert from Temple University from the evening prior to the event on 

North 13th Street. 

 

Fig. 8. Cell phone text message. 14 November 2014. Photocredit: Erin Bernard  

I sighed.  Was the caterer wrong for what he said about bullet proof vests, or was I the 

fool thinking a project like History Truck could contend with public safety in North 

Philadelphia?  Was History Truck an answer, a distraction, a plug in the hole?  Or was it 

more forward than I could see?   

I fell asleep that night loaded with Excedrin and water, wondering just how the 

rest of this year would unfold with a sense of peace knowing that the past week was the 
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best I had yet experienced working on History Truck.  A Lot More Historical was the 

vision I had for History Truck from the moment I conceived of the idea.  Block residents 

happily sat down for oral history interviews and called upon each other to help remember 

details about the block’s history.  Children played safely in an underused lot.  Art was 

projected on the walls in a nontraditional white cube.  Interviewees happily left their 

phone numbers for the project to follow up during exhibition design.  The curatorial 

process was accessible, and North 13th Street residents and friends showed up with 

positivity ready to sip hot chocolate on a chilly November evening.  
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CHAPTER II. HISTORY TRUCK, A HISTORY 

“…so of WORK—there is work of the intellect, of the imagination, of the educated and 

the trained fingers, and of the strong right arm.  In one sense we are all of us, from the 

highest to the lowest, working people; and we live in a hardworking age.”  

–Charles MacKay, Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine, 186730 

 

Peddle to the Metal 

In Daniel Boorstin’s 1958 Commentary article, he writes, “A Colonial 

Williamsburg…is made for the prosperous millions; for the “middling sort” of 

Americans; for a nation of paved roads and automobile owners and well-paid vacations, 

for a child-centered, newspaper-reading nation where families do things together.”31  

History Truck is equally if not more dependent on paved roads and families for its mobile 

community curatorial process.  The roads have made mobility possible; the families and 

more precisely, neighborhoods of families, activate the truck itself.  The combination of 

mobility and community, in the way History Truck has defined it, is a definitively new 

approach to doing public history work which I refer to as the New Mobile History.   

Ultimately, History Truck is equally invested in three things—creating excellent 

scholarship through exhibition, embracing ephemerality as a useful process tool, and 

making connections and creating conversations which support social justice in urban 

communities.  The process of History Truck’s work is best understood in a larger context 

                                                           
30 Charles MacKay. “THE WORKING CLASSES,” in Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, 101(616), 1867, 

220-229, Retrieved from http://search.proquest.com/docview/8308221?accountid=14270. Accessed 10 

March 2015. 
31 Daniel J. Boorstin, “Past and Present in America: A Historian Visits Colonial Williamsburg,” in 

Commentary, January 1958, 1-7. 

http://search.proquest.com/docview/8308221?accountid=14270
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of working class mobility and vehicle-based cultural initiatives described by Jeremy 

Packer in Mobility Without Mayhem.  Packer orients his narrative on automobility with 

Albert Whitney’s argument that mobility via cars and trucks represent American angst 

over the pursuit of freedom.  Whitney goes further, stating that “being a good citizen 

means to be a self-empowered mobile citizen.”32  If Whitney is right that we are good 

citizens by driving, History Truck represents this mode of citizenship not only because it 

moves, but because it depends on citizens’ authority in choosing how they choose to be 

remembered.   

Packer explained also the typically-disenfranchised citizen, such as an African 

American or woman, is considered a dangerous driver.  The field of arts and culture 

transcends this message with dominantly white curatorial and executive staff; male 

professors outnumber female professors.  The same gender and payment gap noted within 

the larger business atmosphere is noted within museums.33  History Truck is partly 

subversive because a white woman runs the project and its curatorial power is shared 

with largely lower class and non-white Philadelphians.  History Truck is risky because it 

discombobulates the traditional safety manual on curatorial practice.  History Truck’s 

community curatorial originators can “Drive While Black” in the way Packer describes of 

truckers.34  By being risky, History Truck appeals to those people who are drawn to 
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dangerous or cool vehicles.  However, because it is a museum on a decommissioned mail 

truck, it maintains the “cool” enigma without the danger of riding a motorcycle.   

These thoughts about race, gender, and cultural production power are not 

reflective of the expectations or desires of the community members which History Truck 

has worked with, and an extensive research project on the intersection of race, public 

history practitioners, and community history is one step toward developing criteria for 

projects which will best work with marginalized communities of color.  Even without the 

current data to examine what is at stake regarding race and public historians working in 

cities, there is an undeniable risk in the very practice of History Truck because it draws 

on the conception that truckers are, as Packer stated, “good buddies” who took back the 

“democratic reigns of communications that had been usurped by corporate media 

conglomerates.”35   

I believe I am viewed as a “good buddy” by the Philadelphia public partly 

because I act as a buddy by volunteering for organizations within the neighborhood 

before beginning my curatorial work.  Theodore A. Harris was interviews by the Temple 

News this past February and said, “As a historian and artist, Erin takes a humanist 

approach with this new form of history.  She uses an aesthetic that puts people at the 

center in that she talks and looks in the eyes of other human beings and asks them what it 

is they see around them instead of the evening news that distorts the image of 

marginalized groups and poor whites in this city.”36 I perceive that Harris’s view directly 

relates to the role I play when doing public history as a “trucker.” 
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 History Truck’s place in the tradition of vehicle psychology relates very 

specifically to the reception of mobile projects within working class communities and the 

use of vehicles as a tool for individual or family-based entrepreneurship.  As Steven 

Lubar explains, machines mediate political and social issues in a very Marxist manner.  

“Technology… is the physical embodiment of social order, reflecting cultural 

traditions.”37  It matters not whether we mean to do so, but objects indicate social status 

and often our very ability to access cultural spaces.38  History Truck, as a 

decommissioned postal vehicle-turned water ice truck-turned indie music transport-

turned museum vehicle, is a technological artifact that represents many facets of 

American history and working class life.  History Truck was and is received well by its 

neighborhood participants and audiences because it transforms a typically-laborious 

space into a gallery for “good buddy” curating.  With its playful and nonhierarchical 

nature, History Truck is subversive, but it is not criticized as a threat to current museum 

power structures even though the stories it collects will be in the archives along the side 

of “media conglomerate” work. 

 History Truck’s connection to mobility also has to do with a familiarity among the 

working class with receiving both products and experiences via mobile providers.  In 

contemporary culture, food truck entrepreneurs have seized the opportunity to offer niche 

menu items at varying sites, successfully creating demand for their unique product while 
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considering location as flexible by replicating the models of ice cream and milk men.  

Harbison’s Dairies of Kensington was Philadelphia’s source for milkman franchising.  

When business declined for Harbison’s franchisers in the latter portion of the twentieth-

century, they diversified their products to include bread and stockings.  This 

diversification strategy is a widely-understood quality of Philadelphia’s industrial past—

while many industrial centers such as Lowell, Massachusetts or Rochester, New York 

were niche manufacturing markets, Philadelphia had active textile, brewing, and tool-

making industries, among many others.  Within the textile industry, Philadelphia’s mills 

also created diverse products from lace to carpet to hosiery.41  In other words, milk men 

were not the first or the last of Philadelphia’s working class entrepreneurs.   

Peddlers also used roads to transport unique goods from site to site as a business 

strategy.  Matt Boehm posited some peddlers were drawn to the lifestyle because of the 

authority it gave them over the literary products they consumed; early peddlers were 

concerned with literacy access in the same spirit as modern bookmobile librarians.42  

Peddlers interrupted the social stratification of class in rural America, bringing together 

unlikely combinations of reading audiences much the way History Truck aims to connect 

otherwise unknown neighbors to each other with history.43  In the twentieth century, the 

traveling salesman shifted peddling from cart to the car, nobly pursuing the American 
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dream.44  Now, truck drivers work for large companies, either product-related or 

distribution-related, to deliver products often ordered or selected online by merchandisers 

or consumers.  History Truck re-personalizes what was once a commonplace experience, 

but instead of products of consumption, History Truck offers the process of history 

making together. 

While History Truck is revered by its community partners, it is also well-received 

by collaborators within the academy, archives, and in cultural institutions where co-

conspirators are not always, but are often white and college-educated people living with 

the privileges of middle and upper class status.  History Truck is not the first mobile 

project to ascertain such a feat.  Bookmobiles, which emerged in the late nineteenth 

century as a means of bringing the sometimes-inaccessible library to folks throughout the 

United States, also resonated with the working people they aimed to serve and their larger 

cultural communities.   

In 1905, Mary Titcomb of Washington County, Maryland founded the first 

documented mobile library in America using a wagon.  The system of “bringing the book 

to the man” was so well-received, it was revamped at every vehicular advancement; by 

the 1950s, retrofitted library buses became the bookmobiles we know today.46  

Bookmobiles were steeped with an access to the masses’ aesthetic and generated a 

reputation synonymous with the working class.  “It conveyed a sort of mythical, comic-

book illusion to whet the imagination,” while also being part of the legacy of “ the man 
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who sharpened knives and scissors and such turned up,” of  “trucks that delivered coal, 

bread, coffee and ice cream. And don't forget the ragman.”47  Bookmobiles were branded 

as part of the tradition of deliverable services. 

In the 1930s, the United States government and local civic organizations also 

considered ways to use mobility as a tool for the working class.  William C. Gregg of the 

Southern Appalachian National Park Committee suggested the creation of the Skyline 

Drive to support the desire of working people to travel the Eastern mountains for 

leisure.48  In the mid-1930s, the Works Progress Administration established the Art 

Caravan program and attempted to make art museums accessible by equipping cars with 

paintings from museum collections to bring to the public.49  “The Art Caravan consisted 

of an old army ambulance that literally brought art to the people by transporting a 

traveling art exhibition.”  In addition to the exhibition, drivers Judson Smith and Kaj 

Klitgaard performed public lectures and provided a ballot box for participants to suggest 

“whether or not they would be interested in the establishment of a community art center.”  

The operators of the project expressed the same findings about art that Rosenzwieg and 

Thelen found about history; regardless of academic or formal training, people were 

interested.  However, some felt the project condescended to rural people and assumed 

them to be uncultured.  To defeat this critique, administrators adapted the caravans to 
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include regionally-based art representative of the place.  The project eventually 

deteriorated due to funding restructuring.50 

The ‘truckness’ of History Truck is also a direct reflection of working class 

employment.  Those people who History Truck works with in Philadelphia often are 

employed using mobility as their own mode of wage-earning.  Many participants can see 

themselves in the truck, not just as a history maker or interviewee, but as someone who 

has once driven a truck or been close to someone who has driven a truck to make money.  

On North 13th Street in North Philadelphia, I interviewed a former block captain who was 

himself a truck driver.  As a job involving journey and self-direction balanced with actual 

supply and demand, trucking can be viewed as a representation of the American dream to 

pursue life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness in a humble way.   

History Truck, while not conceived with the intention of creating a job for myself, 

was developed knowing that carving a space for myself in the arts and culture market 

would be beneficial to my career.  I knew the risk to create what I consider to be a 

“public history dream” was a worthwhile journey to take as a graduate student.  I began 

much like other entrepreneurs begin their work, searching for investors.  The key 

difference for this project, because of its curatorial process, was investment equaled 

engagement from the public rather than financial support.  Once Jeff Carpineta signed 

onto the project and East Kensington Neighbors Association agreed to be an official 

partner, every organization I met with henceforth was ready to work with me, too.  This 
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slow compiling of community partners, in the long run, equated to the ability to raise 

capital from a funder—the Barra Foundation—to further explore History Truck. 52   

It was in this moment of connection between Carpineta and myself that the New 

Mobile History came into existence, a new form of practice in which community 

members and public historians work together from the onset of project development 

using ephemerality and movement as a tool for creativity and civic-driven history 

making.  The remainder of this paper will illuminate the origins of this New Mobile 

History and what it means for both History Truck and for public history practitioners who 

need to balance relationship-based practice with the tools of digitization and social media 

in a mobile world. 
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Mobile History in Philadelphia 

Fred Wilson’s Mining the Museum at the Maryland Historical Society re-

imagined Baltimore history to include the black population of the city using material 

culture.  While the project debuted in 1992, Mining the Museum was evidence from 

within traditional curatorial planning of the influence made by the black museum 

movement of the 60s and 70s in which African Americans fought neglect and 

misrepresentation within the larger museum landscape by creating their own 

institutions.53  Similarly, in the wake of the Civil Rights movement, mobile presentation 

units shifted from primarily considering access to primarily serving as autonomous 

spaces for marginalized groups. In 1985, five women mobilized the Book Womb, a 

bookmobile of feminist literature and ephemera, in Ottawa, Canada.54  Howard 

University’s 2011 Black History Mobile Museum was a partnership with the Bison 

Express to place an exhibition titled “Know Your History” in an 18-wheel trailer.  While 

many cities have and are grounds where the production of public history is hatched 

through mired political systems and controversial coalition conflicts, Philadelphia has 

proved to be the birthplace of community-focused and increasingly experimental New 

Mobile History. 

During the planning process for the Bicentennial Celebration of 1976, 

Philadelphia ethnic organizations scrambled for funding from the event’s planning 
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committee.  As Andrea Burns explains, those people who planned the Bicentennial 

attempted to present a “humane city” as Jane Jacobs discussed, but stumbled greatly in 

unifying Black Philadelphians to create a project on Philadelphia’s Black History.  

Despite arguments between black advocacy groups and with the city, the African 

American Museum of Philadelphia was built at the northern edge of Society Hill in 1976.  

In the midst of the political fray, the Ile-Ife Black Humanitarian Center, now occupied by 

the Village for the Arts and Humanities on Lehigh Avenue in North Philadelphia, 

“received a $10,000 grant to support a mobile, interactive exhibit on West African and 

Caribbean cultures… a “museum on wheels” which would reach “persons not familiar 

with the Afro-American experience.”55  The museum opened in June of 1976 at Broad 

and Jefferson Streets, not far from History Truck’s North Philadelphia cycle location, 

with a ribbon cutting ceremony and a dance performance by Arthur Hall’s Junior Dance 

Ensemble.56 

 In 1980, Theodore Hershberg, an academic with a background in African 

American history based out of the University of Pennsylvania, started the Philadelphia 

Social History Project (PSHP).   Both Michael Frisch and Cynthia Little participated on 

the project in very different ways.  Frisch lived in Philadelphia for two years to work on 

PSHP as a researcher because he “didn’t want to be in a library anymore.”  Frisch 

described PSHP as an initiative which emerged from the New Social History or the New 

Urban History zeitgeist of the late 1970s in which academics such as Stephan Thernstrom 
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began to develop projects in multiple cities with an emphasis on history from below.57  In 

its heyday, this project focused on using “record linkage” between primary source 

document data sets to develop continuity regarding the location and lifestyles of 

Philadelphians—specifically African Americans— in the nineteenth century.  Frisch 

recalled the primitive technological ethos of the work, saying, “It was all part of early 

computerization….The PSHP had the entire floor of 4025 Chestnut Street, and it 

probably had less computing power than I have on my phone.”58 

Theodore Hershberg’s 1976 article on the Philadelphia Social History Project 

foreshadowed current public history work in Philadelphia.  He writes the PSHP’s goal 

was “to deepen our understanding of the workings and consequences of urbanization and 

industrialization.”  Among the details which set the stage for History Truck’s existence 

was Hershberg’s recognition that in the industrial past of Philadelphia, many people lived 

close to their employer because the cost of transportation was “prohibitively high.”  

Secondly, he explained the need to examine Special Group Experiences so as to 

accurately capture the variance in life experience within the city based on sex and 

ethnicity.  Thirdly, PSHP used the 1880 census to better understand how social mobility 

within neighborhoods related to ethnicity and which type of industry a family worked.  

Altogether, the hope with PSHP was to “provide a solid empirical base from which we 

can formulate theoretical propositions regarding the nature of the forces responsible in 
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our society.”59  These goals were not unlike History Truck’s aim to place contemporary 

problems into historical context.  

Shortly after her return to work in Philadelphia, Cynthia Little became involved 

with PSHP through her work as the Director of the Philadelphia Area Cultural 

Consortium created at, but not based within Temple University.  She shared her 

memories of the community-driven spirit of the New Social History.   

The Consortium, at a time when terms almost like community history and public history 

weren’t terms that people used, the consortium was experimental in trying to get 

community…involved.  We did walking tours and driving tours…at community 

centers…and exhibits….There was an underlying current to get many of the cultural 

organizations who had collections to get more involved with the New Social History.60 
 

Little was approached by Nancy Moses from the City of Philadelphia’s spinoff nonprofit 

Century IV to collaborate on a project that would transform Hershberg’s work on the 

census “hand-searched” material.   

Created in 1982 for the City of Philadelphia’s tercentenary celebration, the 

proposal to the National Endowment for the Humanities pitched that History Mobile 

would bring “the census out to people” with “blow up maps” complete with an oral 

history booth.  However, the proposal was rejected so it operated on a “vastly truncated 

and in some respects fatally compromised scale.”61  According to Cynthia Little, the 

project was funded in other ways. “The City put up quite a bit of money through Century 

IV for this project,” she explained.62  Jim Hamilton, the designer hired to create History 

Mobile’s look when “on the block,” summoned his experience creating “glitzy” sets for 
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the Rolling Stones while he designed for PSHP.  Even without NEH, History Mobile was 

equipped to make an impression. 

History Mobile was originally a repainted SEPTA bus, but eventually the brakes 

broke so Little and her team operated the project out of a van.  While the original vision 

for the project was a “mobile museum,” the bus was more the transport for the items 

needed to create a history-based carnival scene on sidewalks including a stage for 

performances and an interactive to discover “Who lived in your house in 1880?”  Little 

explained, “We took this dog and pony show to 56 events in six months.”  The bulk of 

the project lasted about one year, but ten years later, Little still received phone calls from 

Philadelphians who wanted her to look historical information up for them.63 

Beyond transient projects, Philadelphia also is the home to a myriad of brick and 

mortar museum spaces freely accessible to the public. The Wagner Free Institute of 

Science, founded in 1855, exhibits natural history specimen and offers free educational 

events to visitors.  Other current spaces which are free to the public include the 

University of Pennsylvania’s Institute of Contemporary Art and a myriad of collective-

run artist spaces including Little Berlin where History Truck hosted the stationary version 

of Manufacturing Fire.   

The project closest to History Truck in public history’s current existence is 

History Moves, created by Jennifer Brier, a gender studies professor at the University of 

Illinois Chicago, who, with a $20,000 National Endowment for the Humanities grant, has 

begun programming and design for the prototype of a mobile exhibition space within a 

large trailer.  Similarly, American University’s Center for Public History, under the 
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Project Investigation of oral historian Daniel Kerr, submitted a grant proposal to begin a 

Humanities Truck to serve as a gallery and mobile learning space for students and 

faculty.64 

In terms of other mobile projects local to Philadelphia, the Civil War Roadshow 

took artifacts on the road in an interpretive 53-foot tractor trailer gallery space during 

2011-2012 to commemorate the 150-year anniversary of the Civil War.  The current 

African American Museum of Philadelphia uses a trunk to do mobile exhibition and 

education work in schools.  A team of artists in the Asian Arts Initiative Social Practice 

Lab operated HOT TEA, a bicycle-powered tea cart on the streets of Chinatown North, 

during 2013.  Philadelphia’s AL DIA wrote an article in 2013 about entrepreneurship and 

trucks, but other cultural centers and genres also utilize mobility as an access tool.65   

Utah Museum of Contemporary Art’s Art Truck was established in the early 

2000s.  In 2014, the New York Times featured an article citing the move from brick and 

mortar gallery spaces in New York City to the mobile as a way of subverting both rent 

prices in Manhattan and undermining the politics of the New York City galleries.  Alison 

Krueger wrote, “In interviews, mobile owners say they are trying to avoid the confines — 

and politics — of the gallery system; to help people think about art in different ways; or 

to reach more communities, especially those with young and old people who tend not to 

visit art districts.” 66   
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Community Curatorial Process and the Dialogic Exhibition 

“You want to have a thoughtful dialogue.  There are things you know as a scholar that the 

steelworker does not know, and they are capable of understanding them.  And there are things 

they know because they have been working in a steel mill for twenty years that you don’t know 

and you might want to listen to that, and maybe you could actually have a conversation, and 

maybe that conversation could be interesting.  And maybe we can allow that to propel…”  

– Michael Frisch67 

 

 In many ways, the conceptual framework for History Mobile was fitting on a bus 

because it had the same “library” intentions of a Bookmobile.  Frisch explained the 

proposed walk flow, saying, “The idea was the bus as a mobile museum.  People go 

through the front door and they go through an exhibit and they go out the back door and 

end of story,” but he went on to say much more about the vision for its process to impress 

its use as a mobile library of resources which could help the neighborhood construct its 

own historical experience.68 

Despite History Mobile’s intentions to create exhibitions based on interactivity, 

the grants which would have supported that vision did not come through.  Still, the “Who 

lived in your house in 1880?” interactivity, according to Cynthia Little, became a block 

party hit around the city.69  She explained that people enjoyed interacting with History 

Mobile because of the early 80s time period in which it emerged.  People were 

wondering, “Why don’t we have any jobs here? Why is our neighborhood falling apart, 
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What is happening?”  Because History Mobile dealt loosely with these postindustrial 

questions, the project resonated with those who interacted with Cindy’s team.70 

 What is critical to note here is that even though there was an element of dialogue 

in History Mobile, it still brought history to the people rather than use the mobile space to 

host community-portions of an exhibition cycle which invited the constituents into a 

curatorial process.  Community curatorial process involves firstly the development of 

questions in a Philadelphia neighborhood for oral histories, the collection of these stories, 

and the consideration of trends within the collected oral histories as well as current 

community concerns when deciding what to research in an archives to develop an 

exhibition narrative.  What defines this process for History Truck is keeping the 

neighborhood involved at every turn of the curatorial process, featuring its work, 

interpreting with the neighborhood, and spending time with people as a face both of 

service and scholarship. 

If participation is the primary element of community curatorial process, Boston’s 

City Hall to Go and artist Jody Wood’s Beauty in Transition are fair comparisons to 

History Truck, the first a “food truck” where Bostonites can pay parking tickets and 

gather civic information and the latter a multiple-city social-structure defying mobile 

beauty salon which enlisted talented stylists to volunteer time making over homeless 

shelter guests.  While the first project was funded by the City of Boston, Beauty in 

Transition’s largest series of work was funded by A Blade of Grass, the only known 

funding entity offering large project budgets to artists for social practice work.  Because 

relational aesthetics takes social context as its primary focus, public history can be 
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considered social practice.  However, public history also requires critical historical 

analysis.  While a project like History Truck can live healthily in both the public history 

and social practice fields, History Truck balances relationship-based work and 

scholarship equally.  Social practice does not require the same scholarly inquiry, 

research, and analysis to be effective.  History Truck would not be a history project 

without public historians acting as the connector between communities, archival research, 

and interpretation.  At the same time, artist-led projects have the potential to be effective 

in revealing new ways of considering the past. 

City Hall to Go and History Truck both aim to serve as points of accessibility, one 

City-oriented and one museum-slanted.  History Truck and Beauty in Transition aimed to 

break social boundaries and connect people in relationship-based practice.  All three 

projects depended upon participation for the projects to function at their most basic 

level.71 

The biggest difference between the History Mobile, History Moves, and the 

Philadelphia Public History Truck has been the orientation of community involvement.  

The History Mobile wanted to engage people in conversations about changing ethnicities 

and economic challenges, but it did not offer the community the same level of authorship 

as the Philadelphia Public History Truck’s process invites.  Little shared that while the 

intention was to spend time discussing the larger issues of industrialization and urban 

                                                           
71 I first learned of City Hall to Go at the Rise! Conference offered by Technical.ly Philly in October 2014.  

I learned about Beauty in Transition at a grant information meeting for Blades of Grass in New York City, 

NY in October 2014, but I also was invited to and attended a guest lunch presentation for Asian Arts 

Initiative staff and board members featuring Jody Wood in November 2014.  For more on City Hall to Go, 

visit http://www.cityofboston.gov/cityhalltogo. For more on Beauty in Transition, visit 

http://www.beautyintransition.org.  Also to note here, many people like to mention StoryCorps as a 

comparison to History Truck, but that comparison is not a very good one because StoryCorps is a totally 

open-ended storytelling recording space in which there are no oral history questions asked, nor are these 

stories archived in any particular order. 

http://www.beautyintransition.org/
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crisis, often the lines of neighbors waiting to discover who lived in their house in 1880 

interfered with the relationship-building.72  In more formal terminology, History Mobile 

created History for those seeking Heritage while History Truck attempted to engage, what 

Corbett and Miller refer to as “space between” through, what Packer references as 

“automobilised time-space.”73 

 Space, or landscape, was a considerable factor in how History Truck and History 

Mobile unfolded as projects.  Pierce Lewis wrote, “Cultural landscape includes the roads 

and machines we use to transport objects and ideas.  Cultural landscape, in short, is 

everything that humans do to the natural earth for whatever purpose but most commonly 

for material profit, aesthetic pleasure, spiritual fulfillment, personal comfort, or 

communal safety.”74  History Mobile and History Truck can both be analyzed as 

documents in relation to their urban and social environments.  Frisch explained that the 

bus was most compelling because it became part of the environment surrounding it and 

also because it perpetuated a circus-like atmosphere.75  Little explained History Mobile as 

a presence which changed the landscape of the city block.  The twelve-foot metal frames 

for the skins installed along the block during a History Mobile visit had to be held down 

by hydrant water-filled buckets.76   

                                                           
72 Author Interview, Cynthia Little. 14:00-14:30. 
73 Katharine T. Corbett and Howard S. Dick Miller, “A Shared Inquiry into Shared Inquiry,” in The Public 

Historian, Vol. 28 No. 1,Winter 2006, 25 of 16-28. For automobility “time-space,” see the introduction of 

Jeremy Packer, xxiii. 
74 Pierce Lewis, “Common Landscapes as Historic Documents,” in History from Things: Essays on 

Material Culture, Ed. Steven Lubar and W. David Kingery, (Washington and London: Smithsonian 

Institution, 1993), 116.  For more on place-based work, see also Dolores Hayden, The Power of Place. 
75 Author Interview, Michael Frisch. 
76 Author Interview, Cynthia Little, 9:00-10:39 
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History Truck has been flexible in how it interacts with the urban environment 

because every event, community partner, and portion of the exhibition cycle has required 

something different.  When a community partner was a block resident, the truck was part 

of the block party.  When a community partner was a soup kitchen on Kensington 

Avenue, I volunteered and hosted interviews in the community space instead of using the 

truck.  When the community partner was a radical urban garden, History Truck co-

planned a peace rally and parked on its lawn.  The truck did not change the environment 

as much as it became an integral part of the experience desired and needed for the 

audience of the day.  The truck enlivened vacant lots and energized sidewalks, but it did 

not create pavilions or a circus-like atmosphere.  History Truck focused on creating an 

intimate and do-it-yourself aesthetic at every point in the exhibition cycle.  In redefining 

itself at each event with neighbors, the project and its practitioners maintained its “good 

buddy” identity. 

 The University of California Santa Barbara Public History curriculum described 

by Robert Kelley in his 1978 article featured a two-course seminar in which students had 

to research a contemporary urban problem and contextualize it with a book-length 

historiography with nuanced recommendations from archival research including 

newspaper clippings and tax records.77  While this process did not involve a vehicle, 

History Truck is part of this tradition.  The utility of History Truck as a curriculum model 

shifted the product of Kelley’s program from book to exhibition, marking public history 

graduate students for careers in museums and historical societies as opposed to within 

city planning departments.  
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 Art historian and curator Claire Bishop began her 2012 book Artificial Hells by 

identifying artists in a way which could easily apply to mobile public historians.  She 

wrote, and not lovingly that “the virtuosic contemporary artist has become the role model 

for the flexible, mobile, non-specialised labourer who can easily adapt to multiple 

situations, and become his/her own brand.”78  Bishop explained social practice artists 

who devise relational works in a “creative and mobile sector,” much the way that I work.  

History Truck fits neatly into current historiographical discussions within multiple 

disciplines, from public history to Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics, even though its core 

values live with Kelley.79  These overlaps are indicative of possible connections between 

disciplines which could, in time, de-silo academic and art field boundaries. 

While this border between disciplines is not directly addressed at the current time, 

curator Nina Simon positions ways that institutions can demystify the curatorial 

boundaries with visitors during museum experience.  In The Participatory Museum, 

Simon studies a range of museums and projects which illuminate community-driven 

processes.  Her case study of the Glasgow Open Museum radicalizes the conversation on 

using material culture to present narratives because the Open Museum “lends objects to 

visitors for their collections and displays, provides expert advice on conservation and 

presentation of objects, and organizes community partnerships to help community groups 

create their own exhibitions.”80  Simon discusses Glasgow in a laudatory fashion, but she 

                                                           
78 Claire Bishop, Artificial Hells: Participatory Art and the Politics of Spectatorship, (Brooklyn: Verso 

Books, 2012), 12. 
79 Ibid, 15. See also Nicolas Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics,  Les Presses Du Reel, Franc, 1998.  See also 

Grant Kester, The One and the Many: Contemporary Collaborative Art in a Global Context, (Durham: 

Duke University Press, 2011), And Nato Thompson, Living as Form: Socially Engaged Art from 1991-

2011, (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2012). 
80 Nina Simon, The Participatory Museum, (Museum 2.0., 2010), 175.  
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also explains that however museums utilize community authorship depends on the goals 

of the museum and the individual exhibit.  

Simon’s leading principal within The Participatory Museum and her work at 

Santa Cruz Museum of Art & History is to creatively bridge the gap between the 

institution and the community.  She defines participation within institutions with four 

separate labels: contributory, collaborative, co-creative, and hosted.  Contributory 

projects solicit visitors to submit objects or ideas to an institutionally-controlled process.  

Collaborative projects invite visitors to act as partners in creation of institutional projects 

that remain institutionally-controlled.  Co-creative projects involve community members 

and museum staff working together to generate an exhibit based on community interests.  

Hosted projects turn over space and resources to the public for use and development.81  

She writes, “The differences among participatory project types are highly correlated with 

the amount of ownership, control of process, and creative output given to institutional 

staff members and visitors.”82  Within each type of participatory project, the level of 

dependence on visitor or community contribution depends on institutional goals.  Some 

projects may depend upon visitors very little for their development while others might 

rely entirely on visitors for conceptualization and realization.  History Truck was and is 

arguably both contributory, asking neighborhood members to share their oral histories 

and objects, but also co-creative, asking audiences also to help create an exhibition based 

on the project. 

 Frisch also wrote about the community process in public history, stating just over 

twenty-five years ago, “We are, it seems to me, only beginning to develop ways … to see 
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the public-historical context as alive in ways that have immediate consequences for the 

nature of historical presentation, rather than as a medium through which we translate 

scholarship for a larger audience.”83  Andrew Hurley, in Beyond Preservation, felt much 

the same, writing, “Creating a process by which ordinary citizens make meaning from a 

place allows communities to articulate their priorities and increases the likelihood that 

preservation activities remain consistent with a grassroots vision of neighborhood 

development.”84  The commentary from public history thinkers on the possibilities of 

tangible and passionate community engagement from the academy has been floating 

around since the 1970s, but the practice of this theorized aesthetic is largely missing from 

practice.85 

Andrew Hurley also writes that projects which “utilized the conversational 

approach [to collaborate] with communities in developing and interpreting a research 

design based on community concerns and interests” often met better success engaging 

audiences because people are more likely to care about the topics explored in an 

exhibition if it somehow involved the concerns of the immediate community.86  

Similarly, Nina Simon writes about the Wing Luke Asian Museum, founded in 1967 as 

“a people’s museum.”87  The Wing Luke’s process continues to involve an open 

exhibition proposal model so that questions, ideas, and content of the museum are curated 

by the community.  While staff and museum advisory committees guided selected 

proposals in their development, community minds drove the vision.88   

                                                           
83 Michael Frisch, A Shared Authority: Essays on the Craft and Meaning of Oral and Public History, (State 

University of New York: Albany, NY, 1990), 226. 
84 Andrew Hurley, Beyond Preservation. 31. 
85 Author conversation with Denise Meringolo, 27 February 2015. 
86 Andrew Hurley, Beyond Preservation. 52. 
87 Nina Simon, The Participatory Museum. 266. 
88 Ibid, 266-267. 
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 However, not every community curatorial opportunity is successful.  Simon 

highlights the Brooklyn Museum’s Wikipedia Loves Art exhibition in which the New 

York Wikipedia community curated a copyright-free show that permitted photography of 

Wikipedia articles.  This project resulted in tension between the Wikipedia community 

and the museum.  The museum’s curatorial staff saw the exhibit as an engagement 

opportunity for local photographers while the Wikipedia community saw it as an 

opportunity to add to open license photography databases.89  Simon identifies this exhibit 

as a reminder that there is critical importance in goal-setting as a group so that 

institutions and communities strive for the same ends in the presentation of a project. 

  Of course, the Brooklyn Museum staff was not the first exhibition staff to struggle 

with multiple goals.  When it comes to community history work like that of History 

Truck, the tug of war often becomes one between History and Heritage.90  History Truck 

functions to exhibit History concerning to Philadelphia neighborhood constituents based 

on things they have said, and in the case of East Kensington’s Manufacturing Fire, it was 

not entirely easy for even my community partner Jeff Carpineta to embrace.  

Manufacturing Fire was created with Kelley’s thoughts on how public history can inform 

policy in mind.  My intention was to create an exhibition featuring the long story of fire 

in a postindustrial neighborhood and the old buildings left untouched by the Department 

of Licenses and Inspections could help neighbors voice their opinions to political 

officials.  I wanted to scaffold a historical narrative in a contemporary urban problem the 

way Kelley saw possible; History Truck was not the only project with such an aim during 
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this time period.91  Among others, Temple Contemporary gallery’s A Funeral for a Home 

memorialized a rowhome with a community day of warm memory sharing at the onset of 

demolition.92 

The New Mobile History’s community curatorial process is echoed by Frisch’s 

position in Letting Go? that shared authority is not best practice, but rather the way 

dialogic work requires practitioners to always perform.93  Since the 1970s, Philadelphia’s 

lineage of mobile public history has slowly moved from black advocacy with the Ile-Ife 

museum to research-based celebratory context with History Mobile to civic-based 

exhibitions curated through socially-just methods with History Truck.  The working class 

ambience of mobile history redefines how social history and urban history can be done 

and also informs the practices of the larger museum fields of curating and socially-

engaged art.  History Truck, the most experimental Mobile History project currently 

generating work in the United States, now faces the challenge that all projects which have 

come before it have faced.  How can History Truck sustain itself? 

 

 

 

                                                           
91 Kelley, “Public History and its Origins.”  For an example of exhibition which attempted to 

recontextualize a history which went horribly wrong, read on Enola Gay, see “The Battle of Enola Gay,” in 

Mike Wallace, Mickey Mouse History and Other Essays on American Memory, (Philadelphia: Temple 

University Press, 1996), 269-318. 
92 Public historian and project manager Patrick Grossi’s ability to connect with neighbors on the block of 

Melon Street and with the Mantua Civic Association paved the way for post-project conversations about 

urban planning and adaptive reuse.  While I sat at East Kensington Neighbors Association meetings, Grossi 

was sitting in Mantua doing the same thing.  I do not think there is a coincidence to the overlap in our 

practice; we had never been told to do the things we did.  We simply understood them to be the actions of 

genuine human beings who cared to best serve those living in the neighborhoods where we were working. 
93 Michael Frisch, “From A Shared Authority to the Digital Kitchen and Back,” in Letting Go?: Sharing 

Historical Authority in a User-Generated World. Ed. Bill Adair, Benjamin Filene, Laura Koloski, (Pew 
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CHAPTER 3. TRUCK TO THE FUTURE 

Sustaining Truckness 

 History Truck was founded without a grant, but was quickly supported through its 

community partnership between Jeff Carpineta and myself when he offered to share his 

vehicle at no cost.  Beyond my own investment, the East Kensington Neighbors 

Association soon shared a microgrant to support the first block party and a myriad of 

businesses chipped in to support the project including the Kensington Community Food 

Co-op, Fireball Printing, and Little Baby’s Ice Cream, all Kensington or Port Richmond-

based businesses invested in the idea of the Truck.  In its second year, the project has 

stayed afloat financially through its grant from the Barra Foundation in connection to 

Temple University’s Center for Public History. The future for History Truck for 

foundation support, including a potential ongoing relationship with Barra, is a developing 

conversation.  History Mobile did not receive the grant from the National Endowment for 

the Humanities that would have turned the bus into a full mobile exhibition space, but the 

project still received significant funding from Century IV and the City of Philadelphia.  

While the larger funding support would have expanded the project, History Mobile had a 

larger overall implementation budget than the Truck.94  Local government and civic buy-

in, as well as administration from the city or university sector, kept both History Mobile 

and History Truck moving.  Discovering how to sustain History Truck now is partly 

about fundraising, but also about planning for and maintaining an ethical and ambitious 

public history practitioner in the role of project director. 
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It has been challenging to establish a literature-based conversation on the 

financial perseverance of history over time.  In the 1980s, David C. Hammack wrote 

about the importance of saving the records of nonprofit organizations in historical 

societies.  He legitimized the call for researching the funding of historical organizations, 

writing, “Even as historians have largely ignored nonprofits, the records of their history 

have, to a remarkable extent, found their way into excellent and accessible collections, 

where they await fuller examination.”95  The Getty Trust hosted a panel event in 1998 

focused on the economics of humanities funding.  Considering history funding in terms 

of market-based economics, the panel highlighted tensions in pricing economic values 

against cultural ones.  The Getty Trust’s panel recognized the importance of digesting the 

way these values live symbiotically so culture can be measured beyond the price of 

heritage tourism.96   

Technical Development Corporation nonprofit consulting released a study in 2009 

examining sustainability within public history institutions.  TDC described history 

nonprofits as funding-and-advisory-board-dependent institutions serving both collections 

and audiences staffed with professionals using modes to interact with the public from 

libraries to exhibitions.97  These studied institutions serve well as cautionary tale for the 

Truck, but they do not inform what the Truck’s future could be.  Working with Temple 

University has been the saving grace of History Truck because it has prevented the 

                                                           
95 David C. Hammack, “Private Organizations, Public Purposes: Nonprofits and Their Archives,” The 

Journal of American History, Vol. 76, No. 1. (June 1989) 184-185, 191,  Hammack actually cites Temple 
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project’s need to incorporate, but this affiliation is also costly and political.  Universities 

gather a considerably large percentage of grant funds just to host projects; Temple 

University requires 26% of funding be allotted to administrative grant keeping while a 

fiscal sponsor like the Painted Bride Art Center requires 6%.98  Choosing food vendors 

for History Truck events, under the umbrella of Temple University, involves a 

conversation focused on which on-campus vendors could serve food under Temple’s 

liability clauses.  The partnership also places History Truck in tense situations with its 

working class audiences; part of the project’s strength on the ground in Philadelphia is its 

rogue and used appearance bereft of any university logo.   

When I consider how History Truck should evolve in the future, I am thinking 

partly about a fiscal health situation and identity which best serves the needs of the 

project, but also an existence that best serves the history sector of the region and 

continues to support young public historians.  For instance, this June, I will lead a 

crowdfunding campaign to raise money for the purchase of a permanent vehicle for the 

project.  At the same time, I am considering how to best structure the project’s future so 

that it does not sap funds from the nonprofit Philadelphia history sector, which is already 

suffering from Baumol’s Cost Disease.99 

My goal is to devise an existence strategy which supports the outreach needs of 

other institutions while also growing History Truck’s programming and exhibition 

schedule.  In many ways, History Truck is clever; as a project it places community 

engagement first and exhibition development second in a way which defeats current 
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audience development crises as described by TDC.  It also, because of its title and life in 

a truck, resonates with the working class and positions itself as the “cool” museum.100  

Sustainability is a larger problem than conquering appeal and engagement strategy 

techniques, though. 

The success of history institutions in meeting this challenge is unclear. After a brief 

“golden period” in the 1960s and 1970s – when living history museums were popular 

destinations – visitation has been on the decline, as consumer expectations and leisure 

activity options have risen. More recently, technology-based interactivity has been a new 

mode through which institutions seek to breathe life into history. Even more recently, 

new media and social networking have presented tantalizing new opportunities for 

reaching the public. For technology-based efforts, the jury on their effectiveness at 

engaging audiences is still out. What is clear, however, is that technology has raised the 

stakes in public outreach. Like in collections management, use of new technologies 

entails intense capital investment, ongoing maintenance costs, and a shift in mindset and 

skillset for staff, which are not within the reach of many institutions.101 

 

History Truck has not yet determined how to manage digital tools in the best way 

possible.  The road to History Truck’s life as a sustainable nonprofit exists in its ability to 

fund raise, coordinate its audience development work with other institutions, and to 

develop clear, engaging ways to use digital technology while the project travels from site 

to site. 

Understanding “best public history practice” is mobile and funding mobility are 

two separate things.  Just as the materials for the History Mobile came to an end, many 

communities have mourned the loss of bookmobiles in the face of the twenty-first 

century’s tough funding climate, including Gloucester County, New Jersey, just thirty 

minutes from Philadelphia.102  As Richard Oppenheim states, “Libraries need to 
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continuously reengineer their connection with their patrons and community. Mobile 

technology will impact libraries around the world.”103  To make projects like History 

Truck sustainable in the current funding climate and internet-driven world, historians 

need to consider how to build digital framing into their projects without losing the 

relationships essential to truly serve those on both sides of the digital divide.   

Frisch explained one solution to this problem by referencing one of his current 

projects on “social curation” in which public interaction is “reinvigorated” by a curatorial 

process which begins with eight people who rummage through materials to decide what 

community-directed program or initiative should come of the material.  Frisch went on to 

explain, when asked if social curation was a shared authority in the digital age, that it was 

“certainly dialogic” in a way that we agreed was similar to the negotiated conversations 

had over History Truck’s East Kensington exhibition title of Manufacturing Fire.  

“Curation does not have to be a scripted process,” he said.104   

The sustainability of a humanities projects is not scripted, either, but the lifecycle 

of such projects are determined by funding.  As Nicolas Lampert explains about WPA art 

programs including the Art Caravan, “The ease by which art programs could be cut was 

telling.  From the start, the government had envisioned the programs as temporary relief 

efforts, lacking longevity, which still left artists as marginalized members of society, 

engaged in a practice that was not valued as an essential part of the cultural well being of 

the nation.”105  While history and art are considered with different funding criteria at the 
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federal level, History Truck also faces the WPA Art Caravan issues of currently existing 

somewhere between intentionally temporal and sustainable. 

While History Truck is not heritage tourism, it is a project in its late preschool 

years looking to walk into kindergarten.  To do so, it will need to establish a sustainable 

funding platform to survive and it makes sense to examine failed heritage models while 

examining next steps.  There are many flawed models involving economic investment 

and heritage tourism, but Lowell, Massachusetts was the textbook case explored by Cathy 

Stanton in The Lowell Experiment.  As she explains the financial failings of re-purposing 

old mills as a National Park, she wrote, “Culture-based redevelopment strategies in 

themselves tend to create comparatively little direct revenue.”106  Heritage tourism, what 

America knows as the cultural economic model, has not been sustainable.   

One option I have strongly considered for History Truck is developing it into a 

nonprofit as well as a fellowship program which trains young public historians by 

offering them the space to lead this radical history project in the age of the New Mobile 

History.  One structure for this plan could be a post-Master of Arts public history 

fellowship placement.  This fellowship would offer leadership development which would 

strengthen other cultural historical institutions in Philadelphia who might employ these 

fellows after their two years with History Truck.  Educated, street-savvy networkers and 

ethical creatives would graduate from the History Truck fellowship equipped to handle 

the many demands of nonprofit work with a specialty in serving the immediate needs of 

Philadelphia’s community of memory.  This fellowship program would also distinguish 

                                                           
106 She went on to say, “for example, Lowell…employed about one hundred people…many of the people in 
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Temple’s public history graduates with forward-thinking practical skills in the midst of a 

job crisis for the entire field of History.107  

I have also considered my identity as a cultural worker and the way to sustain the 

energy of a young, risk-taking person in my role with the Truck.  This consideration 

included both my persona on the ground practicing public history with Philadelphians as 

well as on the ninth floor of Gladfelter Hall on Temple’s campus looking out over North 

Philadelphia from the ivory tower.  Understanding the deep politics of humanities in 

general is a bit heavy, reminiscent of conversations about the emotional labor of history 

done by heritage tourism workers in costumes.  Amy Tyson writes about this emotional 

labor in The Wages of History, and while my first adaptation of ‘emotional labor’ in 

public history had to do with oral history in the built environment, they now easily reflect 

also the dual identity historians must have as historian-administrator. 

Cynthia Little described the work of her three-person History Mobile team as 

“hard work.  People who didn’t really do it didn’t know… in some communities the 

public would be lined up for hours, hours, for us to look their house up.  They did not 

want to look it up themselves.  They wanted us to be the official people to look the house 

up, to write the certificate out, and for us to sign it… It was very intense… but fun.”108  

Little used “Who lived in your house in 1880?” for twelve years because people enjoyed 

it so much.  When she came to the close of her time with HSP, she looked for an 

opportunity to decompress and enjoy history as a tour guide.  Now, she works as the 
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curator at the Philadelphia History Museum.109  While Tyson explains emotional labor 

derivative of interpretation at living history sites, Little identified her work with History 

Mobile and subsequently with HSP as most exhausting.  Part of the reason why I believe 

a fellowship program is an excellent plan is because I believe in History Truck as a 

project, and I do not want it to exist as dependent upon my own involvement or 

emotional stamina, though I do not feel tired by it at the moment.   

The National Council for Public History’s annual meeting theme for 2014 was 

“Sustainable Public History,” highlighting the criticality and widespread thought 

currently focused on making public history sustainable in the United States.  In the wake 

of the conference, a team of bloggers continued the conversation on the History@Work 

blog.  Briann Greenfield writes about the potential to label current times as the second 

coming of the culture wars.  She identifies the 90s as a war about multiculturalism and 

critical theory and 2014 as a war in the face of “austerity-driven education.”  To 

Greenfield, investing in the humanities, even if the field is in crisis, is cheap and 

affordable for America.110  The 2014 Humanities at a Crossroads case study on Indiana 

also emphasized a few recommendations to help humanities organizations in the state 

survive, including the need for smaller history institutions within the state to build upon 

their friendships and devise strategic partnerships.111 
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http://publichistorycommons.org/humanities-at-the-crossroads/, Accessed 11 March 2015. Lastly, view the 

http://ncph.org/cms/wp-content/uploads/2014-Meeting-Program-Web.pdf
http://ncph.org/cms/wp-content/uploads/2014-Meeting-Program-Web.pdf
http://publichistorycommons.org/humanitiescrisis/#more-5748
http://www.indianahumanities.org/pdf/HAC-ICS-Survey-Report.pdf
http://publichistorycommons.org/humanities-at-the-crossroads/
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 In Philadelphia, the state of funding is slowly changing.  In 2013, Peter Dobrin 

wrote a three-part series for the Philadelphia Inquirer on this subject, explaining the 

strengths and weaknesses of both local funders and nonprofits.  One of the leading stories 

was the restructured application process for grants from the Pew Center for Arts and 

Heritage; the new structure limits arts nonprofits to submitting only one proposal per year 

rather than one per funding category.  Now, Pew’s guidelines have become increasingly 

strict, emphasizing the need for longer term organization fiscal health in order to apply.  

Dobrin also discussed the relocation of the Annenberg Foundation’s funding focus and 

the continuous devotion of the William Penn foundation to local nonprofits.  The Barra 

Foundation has taken its own approach to updating its evaluation of grant funding, 

searching to seed bold projects which could reshape how humanities work is completed.  

History Truck was chosen as a funded project through Temple’s Center for Public 

History because the project was a “potential model for other universities, a novel 

approach to training public history majors, meaningful community engagement, and a 

strong institutional partner.”112 

I have embraced the ephemerality and mobile existence of History Truck as a 

financial strength of the project because it avoids the need for building construction or a 

building-based operations budget which other “new” museums have faced in 

Philadelphia, especially the African American Museum of Philadelphia.113  Frisch viewed 

                                                           
case study summary report at http://www.indianahumanities.org/pdf/HAC-ICS-Executive-Summary.pdf, 

Accessed 11 March 2015. 
112 See Peter Dobrin’s three part series on the arts in Philadelphia http://articles.philly.com/2013-09-

30/news/42505095_1_lenfests-annenbergs-philadelphia-museum, Accessed 10 March 2015. See also Pew’s 

Exhibitions and Program funding guidelines available 

http://www.pcah.us/media/files/539af99b6325fb040561d1ffb09a9db4.pdf, Accessed 11 March 2015.  See 

also “New Model for Training Public Historians,” available http://www.barrafoundation.org/get-

inspired/grantee-story/training-future-historians, Accessed 14 October 2014. 
113 Andrea Burns, Storefront to Monument. 

http://www.indianahumanities.org/pdf/HAC-ICS-Executive-Summary.pdf
http://articles.philly.com/2013-09-30/news/42505095_1_lenfests-annenbergs-philadelphia-museum
http://articles.philly.com/2013-09-30/news/42505095_1_lenfests-annenbergs-philadelphia-museum
http://www.pcah.us/media/files/539af99b6325fb040561d1ffb09a9db4.pdf
http://www.barrafoundation.org/get-inspired/grantee-story/training-future-historians
http://www.barrafoundation.org/get-inspired/grantee-story/training-future-historians
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this dichotomy of building versus mobile project as a “restaurant versus food truck” 

situation.114 Assuming that History Truck will in some way be ephemeral and end at 

some point, funding and planning-related questions emerge. Should public historians 

build nonprofits or official projects with a determined dissolution or death plan?  If yes, 

how do we devise responsible exit strategies?  At the end of a History Truck exhibition 

cycle, is an exhibition enough of an “exit” or should the project offer more formal 

recommendations to or language for neighbors looking to make greater change in their 

neighborhood?  If History Truck is going to die, how should it or could it be historian and 

funder-assisted suicide? 

 One way of assuring that History Truck lives and dies simultaneously would be to 

solidify the fellowship for emerging public history professionals who desire on-the-

ground experience working with community organizations to create exhibitions.  The 

project would shift its style with each project director while remaining afloat as a 

nonprofit organization.  The role of fellows would also be critical in the emotional 

sustainability of the project.  By keeping the project fresh with new graduates, the 

practitioners have less of a chance of facing burn out.  In the early years of this 

fellowship, I believe I would need to serve in an advisory role to these fellows, but in 

time, I would hope the project would live without me. 

Regardless of how the project continues to shape in the face of funding and 

emotional sustainability, History Truck’s collection of Philadelphia voices will be 

submitted to Temple University’s Special Collections Research Center.  Additionally, the 

current grant will support the development of a website which makes oral histories 

                                                           
114 Author interview, Michael Frisch, 46:30-47:30. 
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accessible online.  Through TU Special Collections Director Margery Sly’s and Dr. Seth 

Bruggeman’s hard work, the entire History Truck team has positioned this project as part 

of a tradition of archivists who considered power in the production of history.115  While 

History Truck explores ways to make the project sustainable, it continues with its own 

history-related sustainability goal to capture the fleeting histories of a rapidly-changing 

city.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
115 See Mark Greene, “The Power of Archives: Archivists' Values and Value in the Postmodern Age “(with 

an Introduction by Dennis Meissner), American Archivist, Volume 72, Number 1 / Spring-Summer 2009. 

See also Helen Willa Samuels, “Who Controls the Past?” American Archivist, Volume 49, Number 2 / 

Spring 198.  Also Rand Jimerson, “Embracing the Power of Archives,” American Archivist Vol. 69, No. 1, 

Spring - Summer, 2006 and also R.  Gerald Ham, “Archival Choices:  Managing the Historical Record in 

an Age of Abundance.” American Archivist, Volume 47, Number 1 /Winter 1984. 
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Conclusion: In Memoriam 

“I am not interested in failure. I do not want to fail, but I do not exclude that I can fail, that my 

work can fail. But it is not an obsession for me. I am interested in energy, not quality. This is why 

my work looks as it looks! Energy yes! Quality no! I do not want to intimidate nor to exclude by 

working with precious, selected, valued, specific art materials. I want to include the public with 

and through my work, and the materials I am working with are tools to include and not to 

exclude. This is what makes me choose the type of materials I use. It is a political choice.” 

-Thomas Hirschorn116 
 

 
Fig. 8. Smiles during A Lot More Historical. 14 November 2014. Photocredit: Mark Krendel. 

 

 

 In Greek mythology, there are five rivers in Hades.  The River Lethe, literally 

meaning “oblivion” or “forgetfulness,” was positioned next to a pool guarded by 

Mnemosyne, the personification of memory and mother of the nine muses, including Clio 

or History.  In death, a soul might drink from the river Lethe to forget while passing 

through the pool to sweetly remember the past, too.117  In modern cities, citizens grapple 

                                                           
116 Thomas Hirschorn and Craig Garrett, “Philosophical Battery,” originally in Flash Art. No 238, October 

2004, Accessed http://www.papercoffin.com/writing/articles/hirschhorn.html, 6 January 2014. 
117 See “Lethe,” in the Encyclopedia Britannica. Available 

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/337388/Lethe. Accessed 14 February 2014. 

http://www.papercoffin.com/writing/articles/hirschhorn.html
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/337388/Lethe
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with constant change due to construction, revitalization, gentrification, expansion, and 

various other projects to alter the landscape for the betterment of the community.  

Positioned in a moment of postindustrial reconsideration, Philadelphians currently 

wrangle with rapidly-shifting environments with a wish to both forget and remember 

what has come before now.  It is out of this crisis—how do we remember when we must 

forget to move forward?—that History Truck came to exist in Philadelphia during 2013.  

The considerations of History Truck are not new; its journey and questions about memory 

versus transformation are simply the repositioning of ever-evolving thought on the 

human process of memory and its interaction with others in creating a human narrative.118 

Andrew Hurley writes that public history projects need to “combine capacity-

building and results-oriented activities,” and his example of this was a portable history 

exhibit. 120   Trouillot deems archives as constructed and inaccessible to the working class 

and emphasizes the sanctity of learning one’s own history while spending time with 

family.  Robert Kelley identifies “Public History”—with a capital P and H—as a field in 

which “the historian answers questions posed by others.”121  In this way, History Truck is 

simply the mobile version of what public historians have aimed to do since the movement 

professionalized with a journal and governing organization.  It is not part of a recent 

lineage in work on public history or museums, but an embodiment of the field’s values 

from its inception. 

                                                           
118 For more on the dynamics of memory and forgetting and their intersection with history, see Paul Ricoer. 

Memory History Forgetting, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004). 
120 Andrew Hurley, Beyond Preservation, 190. 
121 Katharine T. Corbett and Howard S. (Dick) Miller argued that “we have done pretty well practicing for 

our publics, but less well practicing with them,” on page 36 of “A Shared Inquiry into A Shared Inquiry,” 

in The Public Historian, Vol 28. No 1, Winter 2006. 15-38. For more, see Robert Kelley, “Public History: 

Its Origins, Nature, and Prospects,” in The Public Historian, Vol. 1. No. 1, 1978, 19 of 16-28.   
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In the conclusion to Museums, Monuments, and National Parks, Denise 

Meringolo writes of the interdisciplinary and civic-orientation of public history as an 

asset for twenty-first century public historians. “The good news is that public historians 

come from a long line of public servants who have addressed questions of immediate 

concern to various groups of citizens and stakeholders.  Public historians can produce 

original interpretations that connect scholarship and everyday life by respecting the ways 

in which their partners and audiences use history and by balancing professional authority 

against community needs.”122  While Meringolo explains the lineage of public historians 

through a larger, national dialogue, History Truck pinpoints centers of urban crisis to 

contextualize current problems through the connection of neighbors, but also inform 

larger conversations about civic needs.   

While much of this thesis focused on the origination of History Truck, it is critical 

to outline what a future for this project could look like.  Pending the availability of 

funding, a fleet of similar projects serving in cities similar to Philadelphia—namely 

Detroit, Baltimore, and Washington D.C.—would be a very substantial goal.  However, 

History Truck could be useful based on other schematics, too.  For instance, using an 

environmental approach to explore historical narratives with communities along 

waterways or mountain ranges such as the Louisiana Bayou or the Appalachian 

Mountains could be a successful framework for dealing with issues of poverty and 

oppression or the relationship between humans and nature.  To consider immigration, a 

History Truck occupying the American-Mexican or American-Canadian border could 

reveal unknown histories of those who cross and spend time near these political 

                                                           
122 Denise Meringolo. Museums, Monuments, and National Parks: Toward a New Genealogy of Public 

History. Amherst, MA: University of Massachusetts Press, 2012. 167-168. 
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boundaries as well as create a mediated space for conversation about immigration 

legislation.   

The possibilities in mobile community curatorial process are endless.  This thesis 

provides insight on the interior workings of mobile public history in the face of urban 

crisis while also explaining why History Truck is helpful in creating dialogic exhibitions 

in Philadelphia. Because the truck itself is resonant with working class participants as 

well as cultural producers, I have developed partnerships with people in underserved 

neighborhoods and established cultural institutions alike.  Philadelphia’s mobile history 

story is still being written, and with the churning waters for mobile projects of the same 

energy in other urban spaces, public historians have much to look forward to in learning 

how we can best connect with others while creating resonant interpretation for and with 

the public.  Just as Packer writes that “for any technology to flourish users must not be so 

fearful of impending accidents that they choose not to use the technology,” I hope that 

others boldly test the History Truck model and evaluate it.123  Devising smart ways to 

keep projects afloat and converge relationship-based work with digital tools is the next 

step in revolutionizing the field.  My hope is that History Truck’s next two years of work 

will help to inform further scholarship on this subject. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
123 Packer, xxvi. 
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APPENDIX A. 

HISTORY TRUCK EXHIBITION CYCLE 

 

 

History Truck Process. Content Erin Bernard. Design Jordan Klein. 2014. 
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APPENDIX B. 

HISTORY TRUCK DATA REPORT 

 

 

Part I.  

IMPACT (# of people involved directly with History Truck in every event since 

6/1/2014) 

 

Tree House Books Summer Partnership 

 Public History/Collage Workshops at the History Makers Summer Camp 

 Summer Campers: 20 campers, 5 interviewees, 5 staff members of Tree House 

Books,  

 80 audience members for end of summer party  

 featuring mini exhibition of collage and oral history work= 110 total 

 

Peace Rally/Block Party with Philadelphia Urban Creators: 40 

 

A Lot More Historical with Free Breakfast Program: 60 

 

North Philly Object Storycircle  

@ Cecil B. Moore Branch of the Free Library, December 16th: 5 

 

Constructing Stories @ Temple University Libraries: 4 

 

Unedited North Philadelphia: From Reel Footage to Real Stories: 100 

Total Oral Histories Collected – North Philadelphia: 18 

(East Kensington Total: 10, +8 in second year of work) 

 

Part II. 

ISSUES & THEMES 

EAST KENSINGTON (Exhibition: Manufacturing Fire) 

Primary: Postindustrial Textile Mill Fires 

Secondary: Activism (Civic Activists and Soup Kitchens) 

Other Historical themes: Industrial Philadelphia, Vacant Land Use 

NORTH PHILADELPHIA (Exhibition, opening 5 June 2015: They Say They Gonna 

Build)  
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Primary:  Community Displacement, Nonviolence, Need for Community Center 

Secondary: Use of Vacant Lots/Community Gardens, Memories of Commerce (UpTown 

Theater and Susquehanna Ave.) 

Other Large Historical Themes: The Great Migration from South to North 

 

 

PART III. 

COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS 

East Kensington (2013-2014, completed) 
East Kensington Neighbors Association 

St. Francis Inn Ministries 

The neighbors of the 1800 block E. Huntingdon St. 

Little Berlin 

Little Baby’s Ice Cream 

Kensington Community Food Co-op 

 

N. Philly (2014-2015, in progress) 
Tree House Books 

Philadelphia Urban Creators 

Free Breakfast Program 

Institute for the Study of Black Aesthetics (Theodore Harris, Artist) 

GTown Radio 

Cecil B. Moore Branch of the Free Library of Philadelphia 

The Wagner Free Institute of Science 

TempleTown Realty 

UpTown Theater CDC 

Philadelphia Jazz Project 

Chinatown North (2015-2016, in development) 
Asian Arts Initiative 

Sunday Breakfast Mission 

Callowhill Neighbors Association 

Fairhill (2016-2017, in development) 

Taller Puertorriqueño 

PART IV. 

MEDIA MENTIONS (Listed by Most Recent) 

 

“United North Philadelphia Brings Reel Footage and Real People Together at the 

Wagner.” Michael Bixler, Hidden City Philadelphia, 
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http://hiddencityphila.org/2015/04/unedited-north-philadelphia-brings-reel-footage-and-

real-people-together-at-the-wagner/. 10 April 2015. 

 

“Historian takes a mobile approach to oral history preservation.” Jenny Roberts, The 

Temple News. http://temple-news.com/lifestyle/historian-takes-mobile-approach-oral-

history-preservation/. 03 February 2015. 

“What We’re Reading,” Jacob Ingram, The American Historical Association Blog. 
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RADIO APPEARANCES 
GTown Radio 

-Erin Bernard on History Truck, Nov. 1, 2014. 

-Erin Bernard, Theodore Harris, Naj Keita on A Lot More Historical, Nov. 14, 2014 

WHYY (NPR Affiliate, Philadelphia, PA) 

-Erin Bernard, October 7, 2013. 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA STATISTICS 
Facebook Likes Total: 464, December 2014. 555, April 2015. 

# of Likes since June 2014: 220 

Twitter Followers Total: 559 , December 2014. 676, April 2015. 

# of Likes since June 2014: 227 

 

SUMMER UPDATE BLOG POST 
http://phillyhistorytruck.wordpress.com/2014/08/26/august-updates/ 
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APPENDIX C.  

SAMPLE ORAL HISTORY QUESTIONS 

 

Part I. Tree House Books Questions 

Questions for Barbara Easley Cox developed by Tree House Books Female Middle-High 

School Campers in Workshops with Erin Bernard 

 

ON BARBARA 

Where and when were you born? 

Where are your favorite roots? 

 

ON NEIGHBORHOOD 

What is your first memory of North Philadelphia? 

How has the neighborhood changed? How has Philadelphia changed? 

Do you think this neighborhood was better when you were young? 

How have these changes affected you? 

Did you have shoe game? 

 

ON BLACK PANTHER PARTY 

How did you get involved with the Black Panther Party for Self Defense?  What 

influenced the creation of the Party? 

What was it like to be a Black Panther?  What was it like to be a female in the party? 

How did the Ten Point Program get developed?  Did you consider the Declaration on the 

Rights of Children (1924)? 

Can you talk about the points in the Ten Point Program which were most important to 

you? 

Was there a People's Center in Philadelphia? 

Do you think people grasped what the Black Panther Party was trying to teach? 

Did you find North Philadelphia safer as a Black Panther? 

Do you know how to shoot a gun? 

Did you work with other organizations or for other causes?  Did they overlap with your 

work as a Black Panther? 

 

ON CURRENT WORK 

Do you think the Points are timeless? 

How did you get involved with Tree House Books? 

How do you view Tree House Books in the tradition and thought of the Black Panther 

Party?  Is it an illustration of the Ten Point Program?   

Do you see the New and Old Black Panther Party as similar organizations?  Are you still 

involved with the party? 

How has your family and how is your family involved with the work that you do? 

Can you talk about your involvement and the history of the Church of the Advocate? 
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Oral History Questions- Wagner/TU Urban Archives Unedited Event 

11 April 2015 

Please pronounce your name for us. 

Where and when were you born? 

Tell me about where you grew up and where you live now. 

*If there is something specific you would like to share based on the footage we 

watched today, please share.   

*What key things do you think were missing from the footage you watched today? 

Can you share your first memories of spending time here in North Philly? (Who were you 

with?  What did you do?  Where in the neighborhood did you or your friends work?  Was 

there a place you liked to hang out?) 

Do you remember any gardens in the area? When? How did that garden come to exist—

who started it?  Was it always a vacant space? What were your experiences with the 

garden?  

 

How has this neighborhood changed since you first experienced it? 

 

What organizations have you and your family members belonged to here in North Philly?  

What sort of work did you do with those groups? 

 

What place do you consider to be the local community center? 

 

Have you ever been a Temple University student? 

(IF NO) What are you first memories of interacting with Temple students?  

(IF YES) What are you first memories of the campus? What about the 

neighborhood?  Did you live on campus the entire four years? Where else did you 

live and why? 

 

Thank you so much for sharing with us.  We will be in contact with you as the exhibition 

approaches, and we hope you will come to the opening on June 5th 5-8 p.m. @ 2152 N. 

Broad St. in a brownstone very close to the Susq-Dauphin stop.   

 

(Get waiver signed if not yet signed!) 
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APPENDIX D.  

STORYTELLING BLOCK PARTY (KENSINGTON) NOTES  

 

To Self and Jeff Carpineta. 3 October 2013 

 

Block Party Menu 

Burgers/Dogs/Veggie Burgers 

Pasta Salad 

Apples 

Little Baby’s Ice Cream 

Drinks 

Water 

Root Beer, Coca Cola, Ginger Ale 

Juice 

 

Shopping List: 

75 burgers 

75 hot dogs 

25 veggie burgers 

- 

100 burger buns 

75 hot dog buns 

- 

Pasta Salad 

 (3 boxes Tricolor pasta, 3 Cucumbers, 3 Tomatoes, 3 Bell Peppers, 1 lb. Jack Cheese, 2 

cans pitted black olives, 3 jars Italian salad dressing) 

- 

Ketchup 

Mustard 

Pickles 

- 

1 case root beer 

1 case coca cola 

1 case ginger ale 

2 cases water 

2 packs of individual juice containers (capri sun 100% juice might be best option) 

- 

100 Plates 
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Napkins 

Trash Bags 

Forks/ Knives/ Spoons 

- 

Apples from Greensgrow 

- 

Ice (10 bags day of) 

Stuff: 

PA System 

EKNA Grill – Propane  

Recycling bucket for drinks/ice 

Trash 

Tables for food & DJ & Truck 

Chairs 

Time Structure 

12 p.m. – 4 p.m. Cook Out, Object Storycircles/Archiving & Oral Histories, Kid 

History Art 

4 p.m. – 6 p.m. Music/ Dance 

12:30 p.m. Storycircle 

1:30 p.m. Storycircle 

2:30 p.m. Storycircle 

3:30 p.m. Storycircle 

 

Block Off Street 8:30 a.m. 

Clean Up 9 a.m. 

Set Up 10 a.m. 

Truck arrives 11:30 a.m. 

Party 12 p.m. – 6 p.m. 

Clean Up 6 p.m.-7 p.m. 

 

History Truck Staff 

Erin – LEADING HOURLY STORYCIRCLES, ARCHIVING, ORAL 

HISTORIES IN TRUCK 

Jordan – MEMORY MAPPING, KID STUFF, MAKING SURE THE FOOD IS 

FLOWING 

 

Volunteers 

General Operating 

Anthony –GENERAL HELP, Colin (grilling), ORAL HISTORY SUPPORT 

Exhibitions 
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Meghann – historical chalk art with kids 

??Possible pumpkin painting w/ prompt : “How do you see your neighborhood?” 

tba 

History Support  

Gabby (confirmation tba) –ASSISTANT TO ERIN (storycircles/oral 

histories/archiving/whatever) 

Brittany: QUESTION BUILDING, OVERSEEING GENERAL MAYHEM, 

ANYTHING WITH KIDS,   MAKING SURE THE DONATION BOX 

DOES NOT WALK 

-- 

 Erin Shipley? (tba) –ORAL HISTORIES 

 Zivit?–ORAL HISTORIES 

 Mandi (confirmation tba) – STORYCIRCLE & ORAL HISTORY 

SUPPORT 

 Monica? 

DJ 

Phil 

Photographer 

Mark ? 

 

Block 

Buddy (will ask to grill when Anthony needs break) 

EKNA 

Jeff  

KCFC 

Claire & Tim? 

Little Baby’s 

Name TBA 

To decide: 

???KENSINGTON <3 HISTORY (one letter on each pumpkin, letters on front, let kids 

paint the back with prompt- what does your neighborhood look like?) 

if budget works out & there is plug for crock pot, erin will make butternut squash soup as 

extra. 

Erin immediate To do: 

FLYER—Get up at all community spaces on Monday & in mailboxes on block with big 

reminder about BRINGING AN OBJECT 

SHOPPING 

GET PA SYSTEM 

Confirm everything again again. 

Call Anna & remind her. 

Call Karen & remind her, ask about trash bags and plastic silverware. 


